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ABSTRACT

Several components of the shallow seismic reflection (SSR) technique were 

isolated and examined to determine the optimum parameters for conditions typical 

of southern Ontario. Gun designs were assessed, shell mixtures were tested, source- 

and receiver-ground coupling were examined, and Common Offset (CO) data were 

compared to Common Mid-Point (CMP) data. A standard shot hole is introduced 

that can be used to conduct these tests without bias from changing shot point 

conditions. An alternative method for testing each isolated component in water is 

also presented.

Test data are transformed into the frequency domain, and parameter 

performance is assessed on the basis of the frequency content and power of the 

resultant seismic signal. Using the optimized parameters, the modified SSR 

surveying technique is compared to the conventional method. A test section has 

been established for repeated surveys. A SSR section produced by the conventional 

method is compared to a section collected along this reference line with the modified 

technique. CO and CDP processing techniques are also assessed by comparing two 

seismic sections that were created from the same data set.

Gun tests indicate that most conventional guns produce similar signals. A 

long-chambered gun produces a broader band signal, and if properly coupled to the 

ground may produce a more powerful signal. The optimum shell mixture consists of 

Hercules Bullseye Pistol Powder and FFF black gunpowder mixed in a ratio of 4:1. 

The modified technique produces records with the greater resolution potential. All

x vi i





SSR data should be collected in such a fashion that both CMP and CO sections can 

be produced.

xix





1. INTRODUCTION

Shallow seismic reflection (SSR) surveys are now a service offered by several 

geophysical consulting firms in southwestern Ontario. Under ideal conditions this 

method can produce an image of the subsurface that depicts the stratigraphy and the 

bedrock topography in great detail.

This detail is increasingly important in areas such as the Region of Waterloo, 

where good management of groundwater resources requires a thorough knowledge 

of the local aquifer/aquitard systems. SSR can, in principle, be a cost-effective 

means of establishing a model of the subsurface in these urban and suburban areas, 

particularly where it is combined with test wells that provide good vertical control. 

Reflection methods have several advantages over seismic refraction techniques 

which are also commonly used in these applications. Refraction surveys need long 

geophone spread lengths, typically three to five times the depth to the deepest 

refractor of interest. A substantial energy source is required, usually dynamite, which 

is problematic in urban environments. The refraction technique assumes that seismic 

velocities increase with depth which is not always the case. Finally, refraction 

methods can at best be interpreted in terms of layered earth models for which the 

horizontal resolution is of the order of 2 to 3 geophone separations. The 

requirements for long spreads and short geophone spacings are conflicting, and the 

compromise is often less than satisfactory.

SSR can operate with spread lengths less than or equal to the depth of 

interest, requires a much smaller explosive source than an equivalent refraction
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spread and does not require that velocities increase with depth. SSR can provide

vertical resolution approaching a quarter wavelength, and horizontal resolution of 

one to two geophone spacings. Reflection requires much more careful field work 

than refraction which works primarily with the first arrivals and is, in many ways, a 

brute force technique. Reflection works with small amplitude later arrivals which 

must be enhanced relative to a variety of unwanted signals. In the office, the records 

require careful processing before an interpretation can be attempted. Reflection 

requires better quality equipment in the field than refraction, and more powerful 

computers in the office.

Thanks primarily to advances in electronics and software these requirements 

are not nearly as formidable as they were a decade ago, and SSR would seem to be 

the method of choice for detailed, urban hydrogeological surveys. Electromagnetic 

and resistivity methods, always useful in a reconnaissance mode, cannot provide the 

structural detail that SSR can. Ground penetrating radar is the only technique that 

can provide comparable (and better) subsurface detail but its penetration is limited 

to a few metres in typical southwestern Ontario overburden.

Nonetheless, the SSR technique has a serious drawback in these environments. 

The best SSR records are usually recorded in areas where the shot can be placed in 

water saturated, fine-grained surface sediments such as clays or tidal flats. The 

Waterloo Region, like many areas of southern Ontario, is covered by a mantle of 

glacial deposits that can be coarse grained, and the water table can lie several metres 

below the surface. In these conditions the coupling of shot energy to the ground can
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be extremely poor, particularly at high frequencies. The result is records with weak,

rolling events that lack the promised subsurface resolution. The results (e.g. 

Greenhouse et al., 1990) are more often than not very disappointing.

This report is basically concerned with the gap between the promise and the 

results of SSR surveys in areas like Waterloo Region. Its hypothesis is that if the 

various components of SSR acquisition and processing can be isolated, examined and 

optimized, then the potential for this remarkable technique cam be improved as well. 

It examines shot depths, shot designs, gun designs, recording techniques and 

equipment, and data processing. The improvement achieved is assessed by 

comparing field sections recorded with and without the results of experimentation 

with the factors listed.

Chapter 2 reviews the history of SSR, and Chapter 3 states in more detail the 

objectives of this study. Chapter 4 describes the methodology and results of the 

various parameter tests. Chapter 5 describes two section comparisons to assess the 

advantages of different data collection and processing techniques.



2. PREVIOUS WORK

Seismic reflection surveys have been in widespread use in the petroleum 

industry for over 60 years. However, their application to shallow overburden regimes 

has only become commonplace in the past ten years. This shift in focus from 

imaging the Paleozoic stratigraphy in deep sedimentary basins, to delineating the 

structure of unconsolidated overburden was made possible largely by advances in 

microelectronics. Portable multichannel seismographs can now be constructed that 

have high dynamic ranges, high sampling rates, analog filters, and full digital storage 

capabilities. Simultaneous advances in microcomputers have ensured that SSR data 

can be processed in a cost-effective and sophisticated manner that was previously not 

feasible.

One of the first references to the SSR technique in the literature is by Meidav 

(1969). Using a sledge hammer source he collected several SSR records in the 

Toronto region on an analog seismograph. With the aid of velocity filtering he was 

able to distinguish several events (such as the Rayleigh wave or ground roll, a 

refraction, and several reflections) on his threshold amplitude records. Another early 

paper describing the SSR technique was written by Schepers (1975). He constructed 

his own digital seismograph and weight-drop source, and collected numerous 

multichannel records showing reflections from less than 15 m depth. The real advent 

of the SSR technique came in the early 1980's, by three groups working 

independently to develop a practical methodology for engineering geophysics 

problems.
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At the Geological Survey of Canada, Dr. J A. Hunter and his group in the

Terrain Geophysics Section developed the Common Optimum Offset (CO) 

technique. This group has published a number of excellent papers describing then- 

work (e.g. Hunter et al, 1982; Hunter et aL, 1984). Their early papers describe 

methods of interfacing computers to seismographs, followed by papers introducing 

the CO technique. Refinements to the technique, and impressive "type sections" are 

presented in subsequent accounts. A good review of all this work is given by Pullan 

and Hunter (1990).

The basic CO technique is shown in Figure 1. Only one channel of data is 

recorded for each shot To maintain a constant offset between shot and geophone, 

the shotpoint is advanced a distance equal to the geophone spacing for each new 

shot. The resultant record is already a time image of the subsurface, delineating 

interfaces marking major impedance contrasts. The term "time image" refers to the 

fact that the vertical axis still has units of tune, and that depths must be calculated 

for the section from multichannel records.

The offset chosen for this technique is determined from a series of 

multichannel common shot point records collected at the survey site. A typical record 

is shown in Figure 2. Four events can be identified from this record, as shown 

schematically below the record. The first arrival is energy that has been refracted 

from the top of the water table. This event plots as a straight line on the schematic 

(labeled first arrival), with a velocity of about 1500 ms"1. This event does not pass 

through the origin because the water table does not lie right at the ground surface.



•optimum offset

ground 
surface

reflector

source instant 

first arrival
time

arrival of reflected 
wave

Figure 1. Schematic of the Common Offset technique. Energy from shotpoint Sa is 
recorded only on geophone Gp and is displayed on the left trace of the section. To 
maintain a common offset, the shot point is then advanced a distance equal to the 
geophone spacing. Energy from Sj and S3 is recorded on G2 and G3, respectively, 
and displayed as the middle and right trace of the section. From Pullan and Hunter, 
1990.
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Figure 2. Composite multichannel record and corresponding time-distance plot. 
Four events are identified and the optimum window is defined. From Hunter et al., 
1989.
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The low velocity of the dry, poorly compacted surface layer shifts this event later in

time.

Behind the first arrival a reflection can be seen from the top of the bedrock. 

This, and all other reflections on multichannel records, are characterized by their 

hyperbolic shape. The low frequency, high energy event at the top of this record is 

ground roll, energy that travels along the surface at very low velocities. Ground roll, 

and the airwave (a large amplitude, broadband signal) interfere with reflection events 

for small shot-receiver offsets. Identifying and mapping these reflection events is the 

essence of the SSR technique.

The optimum offset (marked on Figure 2) is chosen from within a window of 

the source-receiver separation where the reflections of interest can be seen without 

interference from the ground roll, air wave, or the refraction event. The optimum 

offset should be as small as possible. As the offset increases, the resolution (the time 

between successive reflectors) decreases.

Another important contribution from the Terrain Geophysics group is the 

seismic shotgun source (Pullan and MacAuley, 1987). This is a device to detonate 

a shotgun shell in a narrow, l m deep hole and is described in greater detail in 

Chapter 4.2.3.

About the same time as Dr. Hunter and his group were developing the CO 

technique, D. Steeples, R. Miller, and R. Knapp from the Kansas Geological Survey 

developed an alternative SSR technique. They adapted the Common Mid-Point 

(CMP) method from the petroleum geophysical industry for use in the shallow
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reflection regime (Steeples and Miller, 1987; and Knapp and Steeples 1986a,b). An

excellent summary of their work is given by Steeples and Miller, 1990.

The CMP technique was first introduced to the petroleum geophysical industry 

by Mayne (1962). The concept is illustrated in Figure 3. Energy from shotpoint l 

(S^ is reflected from a subsurface point and recorded on receiver 2 (R2). The 

shotpoint is then advanced a distance equal to the geophone spacing. Energy from 

S2 is reflected from the same point in the subsurface and recorded on Rx . After 

some processing to correct for static and normal moveout differences (described in 

Chapter 5.2) the signals recorded on Rj and R2 can be summed, resulting in a two 

fold stack. To increase the fold, any number of shot points could be added between 

Sj and S2, with a corresponding number of receivers placed between Rt and R2.

This technique was originally designed to attenuate multiples, but is used in 

SSR surveys because it enhances the signal to noise ratio. Primary reflections are 

enhanced by in-phase addition while random noise and multiple reflections are 

attenuated by out-of-phase addition. Mayne (1962) states that the attenuation of 

random noise is proportional to /N, where N is the number of folds.

Also at this time a third group, under the guidance of K. Helbig at the 

University of Utrecht, was developing the SSR technique in the Netherlands. They 

used CMP methods on tidal flats to delineate the sedimentological structure of the 

Dutch delta (Doornenbal and Helbig, 1983, and Jongerius and Helbig, 1988). A 

weight drop source was used for the early work, but a vibrating source similar to the 

Vibroseis1" trucks used in the petroleum industry has since been developed (Nijhof,
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COP Concept

Sources Geophones
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'///////////////A

Figure 3. Schematic cf Common Depth Point technique. See text for explanation. 

From Steeples and Miller, 1990.
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1990). In comparison, the Kansas Geological Survey uses a rifle source, while the 

Terrain Geophysics group uses a shotgun source.

The development of sources has been particularly important to the evolution 

of the SSR method, and since a considerable portion of this project is devoted to 

examining the SSR source, it is worthwhile at this stage to provide a brief description 

of the various types available. Several studies have been conducted to compare the 

various SSR sources available (Miller et al, 1986, and 1992). These studies have 

examined such parameters as portability, cost, safety, spectral characteristics, energy 

output (and in some cases input) and repeatability of SSR sources. Five general 

types of sources have been used to date.

The hammer source was the first one used in SSR work. A seismic pulse is 

generated by striking an aluminum plate lying on the ground with a sledge hammer. 

A closure switch on the handle of the hammer initiates time zero. While very 

economical to acquire and easy to use, this source requires the greatest energy input 

from the user. A signal produced in this fashion is not very consistent, since it is 

difficult to repeatedly strike the plate in the same manner. Air waves are also a 

problem, since the signal is generated above ground. Further, the energy output 

from this source is relatively low compared to the remaining four source types.

Weight drop SSR sources operate on the same principle as the hammer 

source, but the work is performed mechanically. For this reason they provide a much 

more repeatable signal, with considerably less effort on the part of the user. These 

sources are not very portable, however, and can be expensive.
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Explosive type sources (blasting caps, dynamite, detaprime) provide a

repeatable, high energy signal. Unfortunately they are difficult to use in urban 

environments, and permits are usually required. The cycle time (between successive 

shots) is relatively long, reducing the cost-effectiveness of this type of source.

Vibrating sources (such as the miniSOSIE) provide a controlled, broad band 

and highly repeatable seismic signal. Again, the marginal portability of many of 

these sources has limited their application. The low energy of the output signal 

means that several stacks are required at each shotpoint. Considerable processing 

is required to deconvolve and stack each signal. Work has recently been initiated at 

the University of Waterloo to develop a new, easily portable vibrating system.

The last group of SSR sources can be termed firearm-type sources. These 

include the shotgun and rifle sources described previously. These sources were 

identified by Miller et al., (1986) as being the preferred SSR source. They are 

inexpensive to acquire and maintain. They provide a fairly high energy, repeatable 

signal. They can be used in a wide variety of environments, are very portable, and 

have a relatively short cycle time.

Since previous studies already identified firearm-type sources as the preferred 

choice, and such sources were readily available for study, this thesis has focused on 

these, specifically the seismic shotgun.



3. OBJECTIVES 

3.1 RATIONALE

Most of the pioneering work by the Terrain Geophysics group at the GSC 

involved collecting "type" sections to promote the CO SSR technique. These surveys 

were often performed in areas that were expected to provide good results, so that the 

quality of the sections would encourage more people to employ this technique. 

Optimum conditions for SSR surveys are fine-grained, water saturated surface 

sediments, with high impedance contrasts within the overburden, and between the 

overburden and bedrock.

The surface conditions described above are necessary to allow the 

transmission of high frequency energy in the ground, which determines the resolution 

of the signal. The resolution of a seismic signal can be estimated by A, /4 = v/4/, 

where X, v and f are the wavelength, velocity and frequency of the seismic signal, 

respectively (e.g. Widess, 1973). In the overburden (where seismic velocities range 

from 1000 to 2500 ms"1) frequencies in the range of 250 to 600 Hz are required to 

resolve a unit one metre thick. To overcome the high cut filtering effect of the earth, 

a SSR source should provide a high energy, broad band signal.

The optimum seismic signal spectrum should be flat over a wide band of 

frequencies, from 100 Hz up to about 800 Hz (Knapp and Steeples, 1986a). This will 

transform to an impulse in the time domain. The pioneering work by Schepers 

(1975) also points out the importance of a high frequency source. For adequate 

resolution of thin beds, he stated that a SSR signal with frequencies up to 1000 Hz

13
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was necessary. Knapp and Steeples (1986a) note that for shots in coarse and dry

overburden the dominant frequency of the received seismic signal is typically less 

than 100 Hz, corresponding to wavelengths around 15 m. A section produced from 

a source with a dominant frequency around 100 Hz would resolve only very thick 

units.

The earth filter is often modelled as (e.g. Lamer et al., 1982):

earth system r e spans e" e 0

where .f ^ frequency,

T s two-way travel time,

Q ^ attenuation factor, dependant on medium (low Q implies strongly 

attenuating medium). Q is smaller (that is the high cut filtering effect is more 

pronounced) in drier, less compact ground. SSR surveys provide optimum results 

when conducted in areas that are covered with fine-grained, water saturated surface 

sediments. These areas have a higher Q, and will therefore attenuate less of the high 

frequency component of the signal.

High impedance contrasts are necessary to create strong reflections. The 

impedance of a unit is defined as the product of its seismic velocity and density. 

Reflection coefficients at an interface are defined as:
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where Rj s reflection coefficient of ith interface;

Ij.! = impedance of unit above interface; 

Ij = impedance of unit below interface; 

V s velocity of compressional seismic wave (ms"1); and 

p s density of unit (kgm~3).

If the interface between two units is gradational, than the impedance contrast (and 

hence the reflection coefficient) will be small. Sharp contacts are necessary to 

produce clear reflections that are readily distinguished from background noise on a 

SSR record.

The optimum conditions described above can be found in places like the clay 

belt of northern Ontario, where water saturated surface clays overlie crystalline 

bedrock, or in the Fraser River Delta, with thick sequences of saturated sand and silt. 

These areas have yielded some spectacular sections (e.g. Hunter et al., 1989).

Unfortunately, most areas of southern Ontario do not have these types of 

conditions. Southern Ontario is covered by a mantle of glacial deposits that are 

often very coarse- grained at the surface, and the water table can lie several metres 

below the ground surface. Under these conditions SSR surveys usually produce poor 

quality sections that are dominated by low frequency, poorly coherent events.

To overcome the problem of attenuation, a high frequency, high energy source 

is required that is well coupled to the ground. This project will attempt to determine 

the optimum source - one that can provide a consistent high energy, high frequency 

signal. To minimize the problem of small reflection coefficients, a high signal to
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noise ratio (S/N) is required. This will allow subtle reflections (due to small

reflection coefficents) to be distinguished from the background noise. The S/N can 

be improved by using a more powerful source. If the S/N is too small, then any 

processing to remove noise will also degrade the signal.

3.2 GOALS

The goal of this project was to modify the SSR technique so that it can 

produce good quality sections in conditions typical of southern Ontario. Work was 

divided into two phases. Briefly, the idea was to take our current SSR surveying 

method, break it down into its component parts, modify the parts and reassemble 

them into an improved whole.

In the first phase the standard SSR technique - as practised at Waterloo - was 

subdivided into its components and certain of these were chosen as being potentially 

capable of improvement. Specifically these components were: the gun design; the 

shell mixture; the gun-ground and receiver-ground coupling; and data collection and 

processing techniques. Each component was isolated, and different parameters for 

each component were tested. When the optimum parameters for each component 

were determined, the components were then recombined. The methodolgy and 

results of the parameter tests are described in Chapter 4.

The second phase attempted to assess the overall improvement achieved. This 

was accomplished by comparing field sections produced from the standard techniques 

with field sections from the optimized method. A SSR section produced from a
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CMP survey was also compared to a CO section produced from the same data set.

Chapter 5.1 discusses the comparison of the conventional and optimized SSR 

surveying techniques, and Chapter 52 reviews the comparison of the CO and CMP 

technique.



4. PARAMETER TESTS

Knapp and Steeples (1986a) state that the following components have the 

greatest effect on the data quality of a SSR survey: energy source, source-earth 

coupling, receivers, receiver-earth coupling, amplifiers, and filters. The latter two 

factors are built into the seismograph. While this study did not examine different 

seismographs, it did focus on determining the optimum parameters for the SSR 

sources and receivers.

As described in Chapter 3.1, the spectral characteristics of an SSR source are 

one of its most important qualities. When comparing signals in this project, then, the 

first step was to transform each signal into the frequency domain and compare the 

resultant amplitude spectra. Previous source studies (e.g. Miller et al., 1986 and 

1992) also focused on examining the energy and frequency content of different SSR 

source signals.

Most seismic data analysis was performed using the VISTA (Viewpoints In 

Seismic Trace Analysis) software package. Based on availability, data were recorded 

on three different seismographs over the course of this project. A program was 

written for this project by George Schneider to convert the data from the three 

different seismograph formats into an industry standard (SEG-Y format). The author 

added several subroutines to this program to aid in the processing and presentation 

of data. A listing of these programs may be found in Appendix A.

As explained in Chapter 2, attention was focused on the shotgun shell sources. 

Different gun designs were tested, different shell mixtures were assessed, and the

18
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coupling of the gun to the ground was examined. The greatest obstacle to conducting

these tests lay in constructing a reusable shothole that would provide consistent shot 

conditions. The usual practise is to place the shot in a 5 to 7 cm diameter augered 

hole at a depth of about 75 cm. The spectral characteristics of the signal change 

markedly between shots in such a hole, as the hole widens and deepens with each 

detonation. The first priority was to find a means to create reproducible seismic 

signals.

4.1 STANDARD SHOTHOLE TESTS

The variability between successive shots fired in a conventional shot hole is 

demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the amplitude spectra for three 

consecutive shotgun shell detonations fired in a water-filled hole that was originally 

drilled 75 cm deep and 7 cm wide on the north campus of the university. With each 

consecutive firing the shothole deepened and widened; after the third shot the l m 

long gun could no longer reach the bottom. As the spectra show, the frequency and 

the energy content of the recorded signal increases with each shot. Figure 5 was 

produced by plotting the average, maximum and minimum amplitude of the three 

shots for each frequency in the computed spectra. While this signal variation is 

interesting (the effects of shot depth on signal quality are discussed further in 

Chapter 4.13) it is clearly not desirable in a source test.

Our first venture at creating a repeatable shotpoint involved a series of tests 

on what were called "standard" shot holes (SSH). The idea was to create a
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Figure 5. Statistical representation of the amplitude spectra from Figure 4. The 
deviation in spectral content between the three shots is considerable.
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permanent cavity whose size and ground coupling would not change between

successive shots. For any given set of source parameters, signals from a series of 

detonations could be recorded to determine their means and standard deviations. 

With the borehole variability minimized, statistically significant differences in the 

mean signals of different sources would presumably be diagnostic of the sources 

themselves.

4.1.1 PACKED SHOT HOLES

The first attempts at establishing a standard shot hole took place on the north 

campus of the University of Waterloo. Five variations were prepared:

1. 5 cm steel pipe

2. 10 cm steel pipe

3. 5 cm steel pipe opening to a 25 cm wide chamber for the bottom 50 cm.

4. 5 cm PVC pipe

5. 10 cm PVC pipe

These are shown schematically in Figure 6. All casings were approximately 1.25 m 

long (except the steel chamber, which had a total length of 1.6 m), and all were 

buried so that about 10 cm of the pipe protruded above ground. Holes 13 cm in 

diameter were augered for each design, except for the steel chamber which was 

installed in a 30 cm wide hole. Gravel was packed in the annulus between the pipe 

and hole wall.

These holes were installed in a row, and 100 Hz geophones were placed on
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the ground surface at 1.5 m intervals from 10 to 27.5 m on a line extending

perpendicularly away from the centre of this row. The OGS gun (described in 

Chapter 4.23) was used throughout these tests. It was clamped to fire at the center 

of these pipes at a depth of about 60 cm. For the steel chamber, the shell was 

detonated at l m depth. Prior to shooting the shot hole was filled with water. By 

shooting in water the air wave is minimized, and more energy is transmitted to the 

ground.

The idea was to fire standard 12 gauge blank shot gun shells ten times in each 

hole. Data were recorded for 102 ms (at a sampling rate of 0.1 ms) on a Scintrex S2 

Echo seismograph. No analog filters were used, and gains were maintained constant 

throughout the test. The variability between successive signals was obvious even on 

the field records, so this test was halted.

Physical changes to each shot hole were noted after each shot. All pipes 

except the steel chamber sank following 3 or 4 shots, as the percussion from each 

detonation settled the gravel used to pack the pipes in place. The narrow PVC pipe 

cracked after four shots, and had to be abandoned. Judging solely on this basis, the 

shot holes were not stable, even for as few as ten shots.

Frequency spectra were produced from the signals recorded on channel one 

(10 m distant) for all ten records from each hole. A sample of these is presented in 

Figures 7, 8, and 9. Figure 7 shows four amplitude spectra (from the same 

geophone) for the wide steel hole. The variance in the spectral characteristics of the 

signal is obvious. Figures 8 and 9 confirm that none of the shot holes can produce
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a consistent signal. The variance in the spectral characteristics of the signal produced

from each shot hole is illustrated in Figures 10, 11, and 12.

This test showed that simply packing casing into the ground will not result in 

a standard shot hole. The test was therefore repeated, with casings that were 

cemented in place. Since the first test indicated that the narrow steel and PVC pipes 

resulted in the least consistent signals, they were not used for the second test.

CEMENTED SHOT HOLES

The design of the second test was slightly different. Geophones were planted 

in a 10 m arc about each shot hole. The signal recorded on each geophone should 

be comparable since the energy has travelled the same distance, and been subjected 

to the same amount of earth filtering. Twelve amplitude spectra (one for each 

geophone) could therefore be produced for each shot.

The signal recorded on different geophones from the first test could not be 

compared because successively farther geophones would record less ground roll. 

Therefore closer geophones would record a signal with a lower frequency content 

than farther geophones. For this second test, however, the amplitude spectra of 

signals created from the same shot but recorded on different geophones are not 

similar. Apparently the lateral anisotropy of the earth is such that a signal will be 

variably filtered, depending on the (horizontal) direction in which it is moving.

Spectral analysis was therefore confined to a single geophone, as in the first 

test. Recording parameters were unchanged from the first test. Figures 13 and 14
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show four typical amplitude spectra from signals created in the wide steel and steel

chamber SSHs, respectively. The wide PVC pipe cracked after three shots and had 

to be abandoned.

Again, the variability in the spectral characteristics of the signal is obvious. 

This variance is further displayed in Figures 15 and 16. The variance in the signals 

produced in the steel chamber of test 2 is less than the variance for the grouted steel 

chamber of test l, but is still unacceptably large. Therefore an alternative to the 

SSH was required for a standard shot point.

4.13 STANDARD SHOT PIT

The last SSH design was simply a water filled pit 3 m deep and 4 m across. 

This was covered by a plywood sheet with a slot cut for the gun. The gun could be 

lowered through this slot until the chamber lay at 0.75 m depth. Owing to the large 

size of the pit, the sides and bottom were not disturbed by the shell detonation, and 

conditions remained constant throughout the test. Before lining the pit with a plastic 

sheet and filling it with water, we conducted a short test to assess the effects of shot 

depth on signal quality.

Three conventional shot holes were augered at the bottom of the pit, and one 

shot fired in each at a depth of 4 m. Signals were recorded on a 50 Hz geophone 

planted 10 m away. Four conventional shot holes (1m deep) were augered at the 

surface, adjacent to the pit. One shot was fired in each hole and recorded on the 

same geophone (10 m distant). The frequency spectra of these signals are
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presented in Figures 17 and 18. The high frequency content of the signals recorded

from the deep shot is clearly enhanced relative to the shallow shot By integrating 

the amplitude spectra (summing the amplitude at each frequency) we obtain a 

measure of the energy content of each shot. Figure 19 shows that the energy from 

the deep shots is enhanced by a factor of two relative to the shallow shots. This 

enhancement in energy and high frequency content can be attributed to the fact that 

the deeper shot is not subjected to as much earth filtering as the shallow shot.

The earth acts as a high cut filter. This effect is more pronounced in dry, 

poorly compacted soil than in water saturated, compacted soils. Near surface soils 

are much drier and less compacted than the strata at depth. By placing the shot 

point below the dry, poorly compacted surface soils, less high frequency energy is 

attenuated from the signal, and more energy is coupled to the earth. Since seismic 

reflection travel paths are reciprocal, placing the receivers at depth should have the 

same general effect.

Upon completion of this test, the pit was lined with a plastic sheet, filled with 

water, and covered by a plywood platform. A new shell test (as described in Chapter 

42.4) was then conducted. The results from this test were more encouraging. 

Frequency spectra for four shots are shown in Figure 20. Figure 21 shows the 

variation in the spectral quality of 20 signals created with the same source and 

receiver parameters. The spectra are seen to be far more consistent than in the 

previous tests.

The shot pit design was not tested until late into the project, and alternative
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methods (described in Chapter 4.2) had been devised for the source tests. The shot

pit is a good representation of conditions encountered during a SSR survey. 

Although the shot pit is much larger than a conventional shot hole, both are water 

filled. The gun usually rests on the bottom of a conventional shot hole, while it was 

suspended in the water in the shot pit. Although a shot pit may not represent the 

gun-to-ground coupling very well, it does allow us to record a seismic signal that has 

been subjected to the high cut filtering effects of the earth.

4.2 WATER TESTS

Examination of the amplitude spectrum from the first two SSH tests soon 

showed that these shot holes were unlikely to yield a consistent shotpoint. 

Subsequent source tests were therefore conducted in water. Since water is a uniform 

medium, filtering of a seismic signal should be homogeneous and isotropic. 

Therefore receivers at different (equidistant) locations from the source should record 

the same signal. Since conditions would be identical for successive (underwater) 

shots, the source signal should also be very repeatable.

42.1 METHODOLOGY

Figure 22 shows a schematic of the source test configuration. Two Zodiacs 

(inflatable rafts) were tied off with a 5 m separation. One raft served as a recording 

platform. An array of hydrophones was slung beneath this Zodiac, and the signal 

recorded and stored on a seismograph above. The hydrophones were hung in a U-
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shaped array having its plane perpendicular to the direction of the shot. The shot

depth coincided approximately with the center of the TT, so that all hydrophones 

were roughly equidistant from the shot.

The second Zodiac functioned as a shooting platform. A styrofoam block was 

deployed over the side of this raft. The "guns" were lowered into the water through 

a hole cut through the styrofoam block. Each gun could rest on top of the floating 

block, with its chamber about 75 cm below water surface. When conducting a 

conventional SSR survey on land, the shell is usually detonated at about this depth.

This source test configuration was employed twice: once for the gun tests and 

once for the first shell tests. A deep water body is required to conduct these tests 

so that bottom or side reflections do not coincide with (and thereby obscure) the 

direct arrival from the source. The first test took place in Kempenfeldt Bay (on 

Lake Simcoe), and the second test was conducted in the Elora Quarry. Recording 

parameters are noted for each test in the chapter where they are described. Signals 

were transformed into the frequency domain, and compared on the merits of spectral 

content and power. Details are given in each chapter.

422 RESULTS

A typical record from a water test is depicted in Figure 23. Figure 23a 

displays an entire record, while Figures 23b and 23c show detailed views of the first 

15 ms, and 8 ms respectively, of this record. Only 5 traces are shown, corresponding 

to the right half of the MU" that the deployed hydrophones formed. The trace from
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the shallowest hydrophone is at the top of this record.

The first event on this record is the direct arrival of the signal. The shot was 

closer to the shallower hydrophones so this event arrives at earlier time for the upper 

traces on this record. The direct arrival on the first trace comes in at about 2.5 ms. 

The source-receiver offset of 5 m requires a velocity of 2000 ms"1, well above the 

compressional wave velocity in water of 1500 ms"1. The error in velocity estimation 

is due to an apparently faulty timing board in the S2-Echo. The initiation of time 

zero varies between shots. First arrival times from this test varied between 5 and 50 

ms, even though the source-receiver offset remained constant.

The second major event, at about 38 ms on the first trace, is thought to be the 

bubble collapse. The shell detonation creates gas that expands and forces its way out 

of the chamber of the gun. The compressional wavefront set up by this expanding 

gas bubble is the direct arrival. As the bubble expands further, the internal pressure 

(inside the bubble) is eventually overcome by the external pressure of the 

surrounding water, and the bubble will collapse. As the bubble rises to the water 

surface the internal pressure will again overcome the hydrostatic pressure, and the 

bubble will expand (Larner et al, 1982). This second expansion is seen on the 

record as the second major event, around 38 ms. While timing problems arbitrarily 

shifted the first arrival, the difference in time between the first and second event is 

consistent for all traces on all records.

Figure 23b shows two more events shortly after the first arrival. The first 

event dips down from right to left (8 ms on trace l, and 6 ms on trace 5) and is the
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reflection of the compressional wave off the quarry floor. This event arrives later for

shallower hydrophones since it has farther to travel. With a velocity of 1500 ms"1, 

this corresponds to a quarry depth of 12 m. The second event is a mirror image of 

the first event, dipping down from left to right (11 ms on trace l to 13 ms on trace 

5). This is probably a multiple of the bottom reflection.

Figure 23c shows only the first arrival. This energy is the source signature of 

the gun subjected to filtering by 5 m of water and the hydrophone. These wavelets 

were isolated, transformed into the frequency domain, and analysed for the gun and 

receiver tests.

The source tests described below all used the configurator! described in 

Chapter 4.2. The records all looked similar to the one depicted in Figure 23.

42 J GUN TESTS

"Choosing a seismic source for a shallow reflection seismic survey can be the 

most pivotal decision for the engineering geophysicist." (Miller et al., 1986.) In order 

to assess the effects of gun design on signal quality, a number of guns were borrowed 

from local consulting firms and tested. The gun designs tested are shown in Figure 

24.

The basic principle behind all designs is identical. A shell is placed in a 

chamber, and the chamber is fastened (with screw threads onto the barrel of the 

"gun". The barrel is simply a hollow pipe about l m long. The gun is placed 

chamber first down a shot hole, and a trigger pin is dropped down the barrel shaft.
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The force of the pin striking the shell causes the shell to detonate. This force also

activates an inertia switch (usually on the trigger pin) which initiates time zero on the 

seismograph.

The OGS and Hyd-Eng guns are constructed from high grade tool steel while 

the UW gun is made from stainless steel. The OGS gun has the thinnest chamber

wall (lcm), followed by the UW (12 cm) and Hyd-Eng (2.5 cm) guns. The Hyd-Eng 
t

and OGS guns are roughly the same length and weight, while the UW gun is longer 

by 40 cm and heavier by roughly 1.5 kg.

A long chambered version of the OGS gun was also tested. Most seismic guns 

have very short chambers, about l cm longer than a shotgun shell. The modified 

OGS chamber was 25 cm long compared to the normal 15 cm length. Since it takes 

some time before all the powder in a shell burns, the maximum pressure inside a 

shotgun barrel is attained after the gas expanding from the burning powder has 

travelled some way down the barrel (Fadala, 1982). If the barrel length is 

maintained short, then the gas evolving from the burning powder in a shell can vent 

itself, and pressures never rise very high inside the chamber. I postulated that a long 

chambered gun would create a more powerful signal, since the gas would not have 

time to vent itself.

Ten shots were fired for each gun, using factory made 12 gauge shotgun shells. 

These are advertised as being very consistent. The first arrival for the first trace of 

each shot was isolated and transformed into the frequency domain. Figures 25, 26 

and 27 show four amplitude spectra for the short OGS, Hyd-Eng, and UW guns
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Figure 25. Amplitude spectra from for four of the ten shots fired from the OGS gun. 
All spectra are very similar. Compare with Figures 28 and 29.
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Figure 26. Amplitude spectra from for four of the ten shots fired from the Hyd Eng 
gun. All spectra are very similar. Compare with Figures 27 and 29.
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respectively. These show that the spectra for each gun are very consistent.

Figure 28 shows the normalized amplitude spectra for three shots from each 

gun. Inspection of the spectra along any one row show that they are very similar. 

This suggests that the test is very repeatable. Inspection of the spectra along any one 

column shows the difference in signatures of the different guns. While the OGS and 

Hyd-Eng guns produce signals with similar spectral content (peak frequency around 

1250 Hz), the UW gun produces a lower frequency, but broader band signal (peak 

frequency between 500 and 1000 Hz). The UW gun differs from the others in its size 

and in the materials used. It is not clear which of these factors accounts for the 

difference in spectral signature, and further tests should be made to clarify this.

Figure 29 presents the amplitude spectra for the long-chambered OGS gun. 

It is clear that these spectra are both much more variable between shots and also 

considerably different from the spectra of short-chambered guns (Figure 25). The 

long chambered spectra are characterized by "spikey" overlay on a fairly broadband 

background with a sharp cut-off above 1500 Hz. The reasons for this variable 

spectrum are not clear. It may be due to the fact that this gun had a considerable 

recoil, pushing up to 60 cm out of the water with each shot Since the direction and 

amount of recoil varied with each shot, this may affect the amplitude spectra in 

varying degrees.

Figure 30 compares the power of the signals created with each gun, obtained 

as the average of the area beneath the spectrum in each case. The standard 

deviation of this measure is also shown. The power of the three short-chambered
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Figure 28. Normalized amplitude spectra for three of the ten shots fired from each 
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Calculated by integrating the amplitude spectra in Figures 25 to 27, and 29a and b. 
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guns is similar, and very consistent (low standard deviations). The long-chambered

signal is significantly weaker, and more variable. The lower energy may be explained 

as follows. The long-chambered gun had a significantly greater recoil than the short- 

chambered guns, rising as much as 60 cm out of the water with each shot. If the 

shells have equal potential energy, then more of that is being expended on the recoil 

action for the long-chambered gun than for the short-chambered guns. The 

variability amongst the spectra of each shot from the long-chambered gun may also 

be related to the variability of the recoil action.

In summary, the optimal signal (high energy, broad band) would be that of the 

UW gun. In practice, the significance of the difference between the units may be 

academic. To the eye, the signals in the time domain look very similar. The short- 

chambered designs appear more advantageous than the long-chambered gun because 

of the recoil problem.

4.2.4 SHELL TESTS

I was told by Hyd-Eng that they load their own shotgun shells with a powder 

mixture designed to give a more powerful detonation. I therefore decided to 

experiment with shell loads. Standard shotgun shells are loaded with small amounts 

of smokeless powder. This is designed to bum very quickly, resulting in a high 

frequency, small amplitude signal. Different kinds of smokeless powders are 

available that bum at different rates. By increasing the amount of powder in the 

shells by a factor of four, and using a mixture of smokeless and black powder, we
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hoped to create a more powerful signal.

Black powder burns more slowly than smokeless powder, but is much more 

powerful. Since we were not sure what the optimum mixture ratio (of black to 

smokeless powder) should be, or even what kind of smokeless powder to use, the first 

shell test was designed to assess the signals created from a wide range of shell loads. 

Table I shows the various loads that were tested. Each load had equal volumes of 

powder. Mixtures were measured by weight.

Table I: Shell Mixtures

Series
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Mixture
1.0 Sf 
1.0 Ss

3 Sf l .1 Bs 
.7 Sf l 3 B8 
3 S8 1 .7 Bf 
.7 Ss l 3 Bs 
.7 Ss l 3 Bf 
3 S8 1 .7 Bs 
.7 Sf l 3 Bf 
3 Sf l .7 Bf 

10 gauge 
Popper Load

Where Sf = smokeless fast
(Winchester 700-X) 

S8 - smokeless slow
(Dupont HS-7) 

Bf = fast black powder
(FFF - fine grained) 

Bs ~ slow black powder
(FF - coarse grained) 

10 gauge - standard 10
gauge shells

Popper load s smokeless
blanks

The shell test was conducted in a similar fashion to the gun test. Ten shots 

of each series were fired from the same gun. With one exception, recording 

parameters were maintained constant throughout the test, with zero gain and no 

analog filters. The exception is Series l, which was recorded with a gain of 6 dB. 

Data were recorded for 102 ms at a sampling rate of 0.1 ms on the Scintrex S2-Echo 

seismograph. Field records were similar to the records described in Chapter 4.2.2.
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The first arrival was isolated and transformed into the frequency domain.

Frequency spectra for four shots from each series are presented in Figures 31 

to 42. A cursory examination of these figures shows that the spectral content of all 

the signals is virtually identical, with a peak frequency around 1100 Hz. Since 

different shell mixtures did not appear to affect the spectral content of the signal, the 

optimum shell load was determined on the basis of power. By integrating the curves 

shown in Figures 31 to 42 we can obtain a measure of the energy content of the 

signal.

Figure 43 shows the average energy content and associated standard deviation 

for all ten signals produced from one series, as recorded on hydrophone one. The 

6 dB gain used to record the signal from Series l was compensated for by multiplying 

its power by 0.523. From Figure 43 we can see that mixture ratios dominated by 

black powder produce much less powerful signals than shells that contained a mixture 

dominated by smokeless powder. This figure also shows that most mixtures 

dominated by smokeless powder produced a more powerful signal than the popper 

loads (Series 12) commonly used for SSR work, or the standard 10 gauge shells 

(Series 11). Another conclusion from this test is that (although the most powerful 

load was pure slow smokeless powder), generally mixtures with the faster burning 

smokeless powder create a more powerful signal than the slow burning smokeless 

powder.

Most smokeless powders are designed to burn more efficiently at increased 

pressures. When a shell is detonated in a normal shotgun, the first powder to burn
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Figure 31. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series l (see Table l for description). Compare with Figures 32 to 42.
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Figure 32. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 2 (see Table l for 
description). Compare with Figures 31, and 33 to 42.
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Figure 33. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 3 (see Table l for 
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Figure 34. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 4 (see Table l for 
description). Compare with Figures 31 to 33, and 35 to 42.
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Figure 35. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 5 (see Table l for 
description). Compare with Figures 31 to 34 and 36 to 42.
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Figure 36. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 6 (see Table l for 
description). Compare with Figures 31 to 35, and 37 to 42.
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Figure 37. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 7 (see Table l for 
description). Compare with Figures 31 to 36, and 38 to 42.
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Figure 38. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 8 (see Table l for 
description). Compare with Figures 31 to 37, and 39 to 42.
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Figure 39. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 9 (see Table l for 
description). Compare with Figures 31 to 38, and 40 to 42.
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Figure 40. Amplitude spectra of four of the ten shots from Series 10 (see Table l 
for description). Compare with Figures 31 to 39, and 41 and 42.
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Figure 41. Amplitude spectra of three of the ten shots from Series 11 (see Table l 
for description). Compare with Figures 32 to 39, and 42.
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Figure 42. Amplitude spectra of three of the ten shots from Series 12 (see Table l 
for description). Compare with Figures 32 to 41.
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creates a gas that cannot escape. This expanding gas increases the pressure inside

the gun chamber, and the remaining powder burns even more vigourously. 

Combustion increases until the confinement of the powder gas is relieved, or there 

is no more powder to burn. The pressure inside a normal shotgun chamber can 

reach 10,000 PSI. As stated earlier, most seismic "shotgun" sources have very short 

chambers (typically no more than l or 2 cm longer than the shotgun shell) to reduce 

the pressure buildup inside the chamber, and reduce recoil of the gun. Thus the 

burning efficiency of the shell is reduced, and a less powerful signal results. Faster 

burning powders will therefore bum more efficiently in the short chambered seismic 

"shotgun" than slow burning powders because more of the powder will be consumed 

before the expanding gas reaches the end of the chamber.

Based on the results of the first shell test, a second shell test was conducted, 

this time hi the shot pit Four types of fast burning smokeless powders were mixed 

with FFF black powder in a ratio of 4:1 (smokelessiblack). Shell loads are 

summarized in Table II.

Series
2.1

2.2
23
25

Smokeless Powder Brand
Hercules Bullseye 

Pistol Powder
IMR Hi-Skor 700X
Hercules Red Dot

Winchester Ball Powder

Ten shots of each series were fired, and the signal recorded on a 50 Hz 

geophone planted on the ground surface 10 m distant. Data were recorded on an
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Figure 44. Average power (background) and standard deviation (foreground) 
recorded for all shots from each series, for the second shell test. See Table II for a 
description of each series.
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OYO McSeis seismograph for 100 ms at a sampling rate of 0.8 ms, and a constant

gain. The entire record of each shot (as recorded on the same geophone) was 

transformed into the frequency domain. Again, amplitude spectra were extremely 

consistent (see Figure 21) for all records from all series. Integrating all the 

amplitude spectra for any one series and averaging the result gives the average 

energy content of each series, presented in Figure 44.

While Series 25 produced the most powerful signal, it created other problems. 

The detonation from these shells was so powerful that the shell casing became 

wedged in the gun chamber, making it very difficult to extract. This caused 

considerable delay between shots, and is therefore highly impractical. The second 

most powerful load (Series 2.1) was therefore chosen as the optimum shot shell load 

for this particular gun design (OGS short-chambered gun).

43 RECEIVER TESTS

Most seismic surveys use velocity geophones to receive signals. A schematic 

of a velocity geophone is shown in Figure 45. Basically, it is a magnet anchored to 

the earth with a long spike, surrounded by a spring-suspended coil. As the earth 

vibrates (due to the arrival of a compressional wave reflected upwards from below) 

the magnet moves up and down with the earth, while the coil tends to remain 

stationary. The relative motion of the coil across the flux lines of the magnet induces 

a current with a voltage proportional to the velocity of this motion. This voltage is 

transferred to the seismograph (via the geophone cable), amplified, and displayed as
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Figure 45. Schematic of velocity geophone, from Knapp and Steeples, 1986a. See 
text for explanation.
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a wiggle trace and/or stored digitally.

Since the net effect of all components in a SSR survey should be high pass to 

minimize the low pass filter effect of the earth, SSR geophones are typically designed 

to have an attenuated response below some frequency (typically 50 or 100 Hz). This 

is accomplished by constructing a geophone that will oscillate naturally at one of 

these frequencies, and damping the response below that frequency. The natural 

frequency (/n) of an undamped geophone is governed by the spring constant (k) and 

the mass of the wire coil (M) as:

i IT
2* N M

(4)

By using a shunt resistor, the oscillation of a geophone can be damped so that 

frequencies below /n are attenuated.

This study did not examine different types of geophones. Based on 

availability, 50 or 100 Hz geophones were used throughout the project. However 

some tests were conducted to assess receiver-ground coupling. Based on the results 

of the depth of shot test (Chapter 4.1.3), it was postulated that a similar improvement 

should be seen in the signal if geophones were also placed at depth, below the dry 

and poorly compacted near-surface soil.

A new auger was constructed that could drill 15 cm wide holes to a depth of 

2 m. SSR data could then be recorded on geophones planted at 2 m depth, and 

compared to records that had been collected at the same site using geophones
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planted at the surface. Unfortunately, use of this drill proved extremely impractical.

The stem snapped twice, and the coupling of the flights to the motor sheared off 

before we had completed 10 shot holes. Even when functioning, drilling was very 

slow and difficult. Sufficient data were collected, however, to demonstrate the 

improvement in the spectral characteristics of a signal recorded on geophones 

planted at depth, compared to geophones planted on the surface. Figure 46 shows 

the amplitude spectrum of a signal recorded on a deep geophone, and Figure 47 

shows the amplitude spectrum of a signal recorded on surface planted geophone. 

The signal recorded on the deep geophone also appears to have more energy.

4.4 SUMMARY

The standard shot pit is the only configuration that provides a consistent shot 

point and allows us to measure signals that have passed through the earth. The first 

two SSH designs described (in Chapters 4.1.1 and 4.1.2) do not provide repeatable 

shot points. The water tests do provide consistent shot conditions, but do not allow 

us to test (land based) receivers, or record signals that have been subjected to the 

low pass filtering of the earth.

The UW gun appears to produce the optimal SSR signal. However the 

difference between this signal and that produced from either of the other short- 

chambered gun designs does not appear to be very significant in the time domain. 

The optimum shell load (providing the most powerful signal, with minimal delays 

during reloading due to ruptured shells) tested in this project was loaded with four
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Figure 46. Amplitude spectrum of a signal recorded from a geophone at 2 m depth.
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Figure 47. Amplitude spectrum of a signal recorded from a geophone at ground 
surface.
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times as much powder as a conventional shotgun shell. The powder mixture was

Hercules Bullseye Pistol Powder and FFF black gunpowder mixed in a ratio of 4:1. 

Ideally, both receivers and sources should be placed about 2 m below ground 

surface, to avoid the extreme high cut filtering of the dry and poorly compacted near- 

surface material.



5. SECTION COMPARISON

To assess the performance of the improved SSR technique over the 

"conventional" method, the two surveys were conducted over the same line, and the 

resultant seismic sections compared. A similar test was conducted to compare a 

seismic section produced from the CO SSR technique, to a section produced with the 

CMP method.

The resultant SSR sections were compared on a quantitative and qualitative 

basis. Qualitative analysis of each section consisted of a visual comparison. Merit 

was awarded based on the apparent coherency of events, resolution, and overall ease 

of interpretation.

The quantitative comparison involved measuring the semblance of each 

section. Semblance is a statistical estimate of the ratio of coherent energy to random 

energy within a defined time/space window (Neidell and Taylor, 1971). 

Algebraically, semblance can be represented as:

E E
, t+At \i-lS --^^-iilL——Z- (4)

C n

C+AC 1^

where x^ = amplitude of ith trace at time t A computer program was written to 

measure the semblance of a defined window. A listing of this program may be found 

in Appendix A.

The results of all the CO tests are given in Chapter 5.1. The second section 

comparison test (to compare the CO and CMP method) is described in Chapter 5.2.

84
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5.1 BRUCE'SMDLL

The Geophysics/Geochemistry Section of the Ontario Geological Survey has 

established a test section at Bruce's Mill Conservation Area, approximately 8 km 

west of Stouffville (see Figure 48). Three rotasonic boreholes cored overburden 

down to bedrock, and a 1.2 km long seismic section was collected along an east-west 

line (see Figure 49 for locations). The section is presented in Figure 50 (in attached 

figure jacket at back).

Bruce's Creek, running through the centre of the conservation area and 

straddled by the boreholes and the seismic section, was originally thought to be the 

surface expression of the Laurentian buried bedrock valley. This feature was 

originally described by Spencer (1894). Subsequent compilation of water well data 

for the region indicated that a bedrock depression existed under Bruce's Mill 

Conservation Area. However drilling indicated that bedrock was not as deep as 

anticipated; all holes intercepted highly weathered Whitby shale at a depth of about 

100 m. The overburden cored is typical of an ice margin environment. Thin (l to 

3 m) units of silty till, sand, and sand and gravel alternate down the length of the 

boreholes (Lockhard and Barlow, 1990).

The conditions encountered, thick sequences of coarse overburden overlying 

weathered bedrock, are adverse for the collection of good quality seismic data. This 

site was therefore considered an ideal location to test the merits of any improved 

surveying technique. If the improved technique could produce a good section here, 

it should produce good results in most areas of southern Ontario. The boreholes
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Figure 48. Schematic map showing location of seismic test lines for this project.
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BM90-2, BM90-3), and seismic line.



provided stratigraphic control, with their corresponding lithological, VSP and 

conductivity logs.

Based on the results of the parameter tests described in Chapter 4, a modified 

SSR survey was conducted along a portion of the OGS line. The OGS seismic 

section could then be used as a standard to determine which technique yields better 

results.

5.1.1 1990 WORK

The VSP, simplified lithology, and conductivity logs are shown for boreholes 

BM90-2 and BM90-3 in Figures 51 and 52, respectively. The VSP logs were 

collected with a 20 m source to borehole offset. A conventional shotgun shell source 

created a signal that was recorded on an 11 hydrophone array spaced l m apart. 

Data were recorded on the OYO McSeis 1500 seismograph for 102 ms at a sampling 

rate of 0.1 ms, and were F-K filtered to suppress tube waves which dominated the 

records. The conductivity logs were collected with a Geonics EM-39 by Roger 

Barlow of the OGS.

The VSP log for borehole BM90-2 contains four recognizable reflectors. The 

basal reflector (marked "A" in Figure 51) appears to be from a horizon within the 

bedrock. This may mark the interface between shale and some underlying unit such 

as limestone. Event "B" is a reflection from the overburden-bedrock interface, and 

event "C1 is a reflection from the top of a sand horizon. Event "D" has no apparent 

correlation with the lithological log, but does correlate with a conductivity increase
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Figure 51. Composite of conductivity, lithology, and VSP logs for borehole BM90-2. 
While the geophysical logs correlate well, neither matches the lithological log very 
well. Compare with Figure 52.
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on the EM-39 log. None of these events are very prominent on the uppermost

surface trace.

The VSP log for borehole BM90-3 contains four good reflectors. The basal 

reflector (labelled "A") is from the overburden-bedrock interface. The slope of this 

reflector changes at an elevation of 175 metres, as the P-wave velocity decreases up 

the borehole. The high velocity zone is due to a gravel lens near the base of the 

borehole. A reflection thought to be from the base of this gravel is labelled as event 

"B". Reflector "C* correlates with a sharp conductivry increase on the EM-39 log, 

and may correspond to the base of the gravel unit indicated on the lithological log. 

The upper reflector ("D") marks the top of the upper till unit. Several multiples are 

also seen on this record. For example, the event labelled "E" appears to be a 

multiple off the bottom of the gravel unit delineated by reflector "C", since this event 

does not extend above an elevation of 203 metres. Although these major reflections 

are more obvious at the surface than the reflectors delineated on the BM90-2 VSP 

log, they are still not very prominent. The seismic sections collected adjacent to 

these boreholes do not, in fact, show many coherent events that correlate with these 

logs.

The OGS seismic data hi Figures 50 and 53 (back figure pocket) were 

collected with 100 Hz marsh geophones planted on the surface. Data were recorded 

for 150 ms at a rate of .149 ms on a Scintrex S2-Echo seismograph. A 300 to 1000 

Hz bandpass analog filter was applied during the recording. A 50 m source to 

receiver offset was used. The signal was created by detonating a standard 12 gauge
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shotgun shell at l m depth. Threefold stacking was employed at most shotpoints in

an effort to record sufficient energy from the lower reflectors.

Each trace was statically corrected by aligning the first arrivals (thought to be 

the refraction from the water table) along a datum (35 ms), and bandpass (200 - 700 

Hz) filtered. Velocity analysis of NMO records indicated an average velocity of 1800 

ms"1 down to 100 ms. At this velocity the reflection from the bedrock surface (at 100 

m depth) should occur at 110 ms. The lack of a clearly recognizable reflection at this 

depth probably results from one of two factors. Either the seismic signal was not 

powerful enough to penetrate to this interface, or the impedance contrast between 

the overburden and weathered bedrock is not large enough to create a reflection. 

The VSP records (Figures 51 and 52) clearly show a weakening of reflections towards 

the surface.

5.1.2 1991 WORK

To test the improved parameters, a portion of the OGS seismic section was 

resurveyed in 1991 using parameters based on the tests described in Chapter 4. Shot 

shells packed with Hercules Bullseye Pistol Powder and FFF black gunpowder mixed 

in a ratio of 4:1 were used. Shells were packed with four times as much powder as 

a standard shot shell. The OGS gun was used, firing at a depth of 2 m, and data 

were collected with 100 Hz geophones planted at the same depth. No stacking of 

shots was employed. Data were recorded for 150 ms at a sampling rate of .149 ms 

on a Geometrics 2401 seismograph using a 300 to 1000 Hz bandpass analog filter.
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Ground conditions appeared similar for both surveys. Post-recording processing was

identical to the processing on the 1990 section. The resultant seismic section is 

displayed in Figure 53. Boreholes BM90-1 and BM90-3 are shown to reference this 

section with the 1990 section. Trace spacing is 3 m on both sections.

Using the more powerful shell loads for the 1991 survey had two advantages. 

First, the survey could be conducted more quickly, since only one shot was required 

at each point, as opposed to the three shots required for the 1990 survey. Secondly, 

since signals rarely stack exactly in-phase (due to small differences in timing), stacked 

signals tend to be smeared.

5.13 SECTION COMPARISON

5.13.1 QUALITATIVE

The 1991 section appears to have a higher frequency content than the 1990 

section. Events are more sharply defined, with narrow peaks. The first arrivals of 

the 1990 section appear stronger, but this may be a result of the seismographs. 

While the S2-Echo records at a constant gain, the Geometrics 2401 records with 

floating point gain. The floating point gain function on the Geometrics 2401 can not 

be controlled by the operator; rather, the seismograph compares the incoming signal 

with data just converted to digital format, and adjusts amplification to maintain the 

power within some range. So a strong first arrival will cause the seismograph to 

decrease the gain.

Generally, neither section delineates the subsurface stratigraphy very well;
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however, the Bruce's Mill sections can be discussed in two parts. East of trace 130

on the 1990 section, (trace 40 on the 1991 section) there are recognizable, though 

poorly defined reflections which can be correlated with the VSP log of BM90-3 

(Figure 52). The lower, westward dipping event appears to be from the top of the 

lower till horizon, while an upper event (at about 50 ms beneath BM90-3) is probably 

a reflection from the top of the sand and gravel unit shown on the logs of Figure 52. 

These two horizons appear to define a depositional wedge which is probably 

controlled by underlying westward dipping bedrock.

To the west of trace 140 on the 1990 section, (trace 50 on the 1991 section) 

the record quality deteriorates markedly. Few coherent events can be seen 

anywhere. A zone of "ringing" can be seen between traces 53 and 63 on the 1991 

section. This ringing is not as obvious on the 1990 section (between traces 146 and 

156), but data quality deteriorates markedly over this portion of the line. 

Immediately to the west of this (centered on trace 163, at about 45 ms for the 1990 

section, and trace 71, at about 48 ms, for the 1991 section) lies a strong diffraction.

Discussion with the park warden indicated that this area had been excavated 

to about 10 m depth in the early 1980's. Apparently some sewage work was 

completed here, but the exact nature of that work is unclear. However, the 

diffraction could be due to the presence of a large sewage pipe passing beneath the 

line at this point The zone of poor quality, data to the east of this could be 

explained by extensive reworking of the soil during excavation. If gravel was used 

to back-fill this excavation, then relatively little seismic energy would be able to
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travel through it. From a qualitative inspection, then, an improvement in the

sharpness of the 1991 section is noted but an improvement hi geological information 

is not evident

5.1.3.2 QUANTITATIVE

To assess the ability of each technique to define and delineate thin units 

within the overburden, the semblance of each section was evaluated. As described 

at the beginning of this chapter, semblance is a statistical measure of the coherent 

energy to total energy within a defined time/space window. Output from the 

semblance tests is a series of normalized graphs that have been shifted down by 0.5, 

for better presentation. Peaks on the graph correspond to zones of coherent energy. 

The amplitude of the peaks indicates the magnitude, and the width of the peaks the 

duration in time, of this coherent energy. The results of the semblance analysis of 

the 1990 and 1991 sections are presented in Appendix B, and examples of these plots 

are presented in Figures 54 and 55. Three semblance windows were used.

The first is a 3 ms time window over 6 traces. A 3 ms time window is most 

sensitive to events with a frequency of 167 Hz. Six was arbitrarily chosen as the 

minimum number of traces over which an event should occur for it to be considered 

non-random. The first peak in the semblance graphs corresponds to the static datum 

on the section, at 35 ms. The magnitude of this peak decreases for traces 40 to 60, 

where the first arrival is quite weak. Overall, semblance is greater for the eastern 

half of the section. Semblance peaks seldom exceed zero for traces 40 to 75.
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Figure 54. Example of the semblance output for the Bruce's Mill 1990 CO section. 
Semblance window is 3 ms by 6 traces. The upper left trace depicts the semblance 
of the first 6 traces of the section. The upper right trace shows the semblance of 
traces 5 to 11 on the section. The lower left trace shows the semblance of traces 10 
to 16, and the lower right trace shows the semblance of traces 21 to 27 on the 
section.
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Figure 55. Example of the semblance output for the Brace's Mill 1991 CO section. 
Semblance window is 3 ms by 6 traces. The upper left trace depicts the semblance 
of the first 6 traces of the section. The upper right trace shows the semblance of 
traces 5 to 11 on the section. The lower left trace shows the semblance of traces 10 
to 16, and the lower right trace shows the semblance of traces 21 to 27 on the 
section.
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The second semblance run used a 3 ms time window over 12 traces. This was

used to check if any of the coherent events identified from the first run extended 

over more than 6 traces. Other than the first arrival, very few events appear 

coherent over 12 traces on the 1991 section.

The third semblance run used a time window of 2 ms over six traces. This 

corresponds to a frequency of 250 Hz. The same trend can be observed from this 

set of graphs. Generally the semblance of the 1990 section is less than the 

semblance of the 1991 section. Semblance is greater for the eastern portion of the 

line, and no events are as coherent as the first arrival.

Since little additional information appeared to be gained from repeated runs, 

only one semblance test was conducted on the 1990 section. A 3 ms window was 

used over six traces. The output is in Appendix B. Semblance was measured along 

the entire section, but attention was focused on the portion of the line (traces 90 to 

174) that was resurveyed in 1991. As for the 1991 section, the most coherent event 

is the first break. Semblance is higher for the eastern portion (up to trace 140) of 

the section than for the western portion.

5.1.4 SUMMARY

The modified technique of 1991 has improved the signal quality of the record 

considerably. This has been accomplished through deeper burial of the source and 

receivers, and by using a more powerful shot. A stronger shell load eliminates the 

need to stack, saving time and preserving signal fidelity. Deeper burial of shot and
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receiver may produce much better quality data, but this advantage must be weighed

against the mechanical problem of setting geophones and shots at this depth.

Despite the improvement in signal quality, there is no noticeable improvement 

in the geological information obtained in the 1991 section relative to 1990. Visual 

inspection and semblance analysis indicate that these are poor records. In part this 

can be attributed to poor ground conditions near BM90-1. This section still poses 

a challenge and can be used as a yardstick for gauging future improvements in SSR 

methodology. Access is limited by the Conservation authorities, but the site will 

remain available in its present state for many years.

5.2 BRADFORD

Since record quality was relatively poor at the Bruce's Mill Conservation Area, 

a test to compare a CO and CMP SSR section was conducted at a new survey site 

about 10 km northeast of the town of Bradford (see Figure 48) where overall quality 

was expected to improve. Although the objective of the project was to improve 

signal quality in poor areas, we were concerned that in an area as poor as Bruce's 

Mills it would be difficult to evaluate the results of the comparisons.

Data were collected in such a way that both a CO and CMP section could be 

produced from the same data set. Twelve geophones were deployed along the line. 

Twenty-two shots were then fired into this spread, and recorded on all the 

geophones. The first shot was from 45 m east of the first geophone. The shotpoint 

was then advanced a distance equal to the geophone spacing (3 m) and another shot
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was recorded on all geophones. This was repeated 22 times, until the shotpoint was

18 m west of the first geophone. The geophones were then redeployed so that the 

first one was 3 m west of the last geophone from the previous spread. Traces could 

then be gathered together later for both CO and CMP processing. If processing 

parameters are maintained constant, then the sections can be compared to determine 

which processing technique yields better results. Data were recorded on 100 Hz 

marsh geophones, planted at l m depth. The optimum shell mixture (described in 

Chapter 4.2.4) was with the OGS gun firing at l m depth. Data were recorded for 

200 ms at a sampling rate of 0.1 ms on the Geometrics 2401 seismograph.

The CO section was produced by gathering all traces with a 45 m source to 

receiver offset After statically aligning the first arrivals, the section was bandpass 

filtered (200 to 700 Hz) and plotted. This section can be seen in Figure 56 (back 

Figure pocket).

The CMP section was produced by collecting six-fold gathers with offsets 

ranging from 15 to 45 m. A 6 m step had to be used because we employed an off 

end shooting technique. Gathers were NMO stretched, and then stacked. NMO 

stretching was computed using the formula:

- t(0) T (5)-l
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where A t^o - amount of time to shift sample (ms)

t(0) z time of given sample (ms) 

x z shot-receiver offset (m)

VNMO ~ average velocity to that sample (m/ms).

The average velocity (V^o) was calculated at five locations along the line. Figure 

57 shows the resultant velocity profiles. The amount of NMO stretch was calculated 

for the gathers at these five locations, and interpolated between these points. 

Equation 5 assumes flat-lying reflectors. However Yilmaz (1987) states that this 

equation will yield velocity errors less than 4% for dips exceeding 150. The bandpass 

filtered (200 to 700 Hz) section may be seen in Figure 58 (back Figure pocket).

5.2.1 SECTION COMPARISON

Generally, both sections show several overburden reflectors dipping from east 

to west. An upper, prominent, reflector can be seen between 40 and 50 ms on both 

sections. Below this, between 50 and 100 ms, lies a series of sub-parallel reflectors. 

At 100 ms a second prominent event can be seen. The location (twice the travel 

time of the upper prominent reflector) and shape of this event suggests that the 

lower event may be a multiple of the upper reflection. However, a longer SSR 

section collected by the OGS (Lockhard and Wong, 1991) along the same line shows 

that the bottom event does not mirror the upper reflector. A borehole about 2 km 

south, and 0.5 km west of our line intercepted bedrock at a depth of about 136 m. 

With an average velocity of 1900 ms"1, this corresponds to a two-way travel time of
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140 ms. Thus the lower event could be a reflection from the top of bedrock.

5.2.1.1 QUALITATIVE

The CMP section has lost information in the first 25 ms. This is due to large 

amounts of NMO stretching. Yilmaz (1987) expresses the amount of stretching as 

a change in frequency by:

A f A *-

(6)
f t(0)

where Af/f ^ the percent change in frequency content. Comparing equations 5 and 

6 suggests that NMO stretching is greatest for larger offsets, and shallower events. 

Thus the first 25 ms of our section has been stretched the most, resulting in what 

appear to be very low frequency events. Below this, however, the CMP section 

appears to have greater resolution than the CO section. Units dip from east to west 

between 50 and 100 ms on the CMP section. These horizons are not as numerous 

or as well defined on the CO section.

The upper prominent reflector (between 40 and 50 ms) is more continuous 

on the CO section. West of trace 64, the CMP section shows very little structure. 

This may be the result of using an improper velocity function for the NMO 

correction in this zone.

5.2.1.2 QUANTITATIVE

Semblance plots were generated in the same fashion as described in Chapter
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5.13.2, and are shown in Appendix C. Only two runs were made: the first compared

6 traces over 3 ms; the second compared 12 traces over 3 ms. Examples of the first 

run for each section are presented in Figures 59 and 60.

The static datum on the CO section manifests itself as a strong, coherent 

event on the semblance plots. This is not evident on the CMP section, since the first 

25 ms were stretched. Semblance is slightly higher for both sections between traces 

45 and 65, where reflectors are flat-lying, and energy does not dip out of the 

semblance window. As expected, the 12 trace semblance values are all lower than 

the 6 trace semblance calculations. Generally, the CO section has lower semblance 

than the CMP section.

S22 SUMMARY

The upper portion of this CMP section is distorted by excessive NMO 

stretching. This may be important for SSR surveys, where the target is often quite 

shallow, and as much detail of the shallow regime is required as possible. With 

proper processing, later events can be more readily seen on a CMP section than a 

CO section.
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Figure 59. Example of the semblance output for the Bradford CO section. 
Semblance window is 3 ms by 6 traces. The upper left trace depicts the semblance 
of the first 6 traces of the section. The upper right trace shows the semblance of 
traces 5 to 11 on the section. The lower left trace shows the semblance of traces 10 
to 16, and the lower right trace shows the semblance of traces 21 to 27 on the 
section.
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Figure 60. Example of the semblance output for the Bradford CMP section. 
Semblance window is 3 ms by 6 traces. The upper left trace depicts the semblance 
of the first 6 traces of the section. The upper right trace shows the semblance of 
traces 5 to 11 on the section. The lower left trace shows the semblance of traces 10 
to 16, and the lower right trace shows the semblance of traces 21 to 27 on the 
section.



6. SUMMARY

This project has examined some of the parameters of the shallow seismic 

reflection technique with a view to making it more useful under the difficult surficial 

conditions that prevail in much of southern Ontario.

The procedures for this examination have evolved as the project progressed, 

and the treatment has not been as complete or definitive as we originally envisaged. 

Nevertheless there have been some accomplishments which are summarized as 

follows.

(i) A reference seismic section has been established at Bruce's Mills Conservation 

Area in collaboration with the Geophysics/Geochemistry Section of the Ontario 

Geological Survey. This section is sited on fairly typical, seismically-hostile surficial 

conditions and it should be available for some years to come as a yardstick for 

improvements in the technology. Three continuously cored and geophysically logged 

boreholes are situated on the section. Vertical seismic profiles in each borehole 

constrain the location of reflected arrivals at the surface.

(ii) Two techniques for testing seismic sources have been developed in which 

multiple shots can be recorded and compared on a statistical basis. These effectively 

eliminate the uncertainties associated with comparing shots from different or reused 

shot holes for which the source-ground coupling can be very variable. Source testing 

in open water, or within a large water-filled pit, appear to give reproducible and
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meaningful data. Several techniques to build a truly reusable shothole have been

examined, but without success.

(iii) Four gun designs and a wide variety of shotgun shell loads have been examined 

with these techniques. The signals of these various sources have been compared on 

the basis of their frequency content and their energy.

(iv) Receiver design has not been tested but the effects of depth of burial of the 

geophones on the seismic signal has been examined.

(v) The results of these source and receiver tests have been incorporated into a 

resurvey of part of the Bruce's Mills line to evaluate the improvement achieved.

(vi) A survey near Bradford, sited on surficial conditions more favorable to the SSR 

method, has directly compared Common Offset and Common Mid-Point shooting 

and processing techniques.



7. CONCLUSIONS

A. Source and receiver tests.

(i) Open water testing of seismic sources provides a consistent medium in which to 

record seismic signals. It does not allow us to observe the effects of shothole-to- 

ground coupling, or earth filtering.

(ii) Open water testing was carried out on four gun designs used by local 

geophysicists. One of these designs was a variation in which a long chamber was 

substituted for the more usual short one. Fired with the same shot load, they all 

emitted a broad band signal, roughly between 100 and 1200 Hz, and three of the 

four transmitted a similar amount of energy to the water. The spectra of repeated 

shots from a single gun were, with one exception, very consistent. However, each 

gun had a quite characteristic spectrum.

(iii) The exception referred to in (ii) was in the case of the long-chambered gun. For 

this gun the recoil was much larger and the energy transmitted to the water was 

accordingly less than for the others. The spectra of repeat shots from this gun were 

much more variable than was the case for the other three, which again may be 

related to the recoil.

(iv) The differences in the spectra of the signals for the three short-chamber guns 

tested are not of practical importance. They all give, to the eye, a similarly sharp
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pulse.

(iv) All the shot loads tested for a given gun produced very similar spectra. Shells 

packed with a 4:1 mixture of Hercules Bullseye Pistol powder and FFF black 

gunpowder provided the most powerful detonation of all those tried. The load was 

approximately four times that of a conventional shell.

(v) Although our receiver tests were not extensive, we confirmed the widely 

recognized fact that geophones buried at 2 metres depth couple much better to the 

signal than they do at one metre or on the surface. The improvement in the strength 

and spectral quality of the signal is dramatic.

B. Section comparisons.

(i) A repeat CO section at Brace's Mills, using larger shot loads and 2 metre burial 

of shot and geophone, resulted in a recognizable improvement in signal quality but 

little if any improvement in (geological) record quality.

(ii) The repeat section at Bruce's Mills was mainly performed over the poorest 

quality segments of the original, and conclusions (i) may be unduly conservative.

(iii) The larger shotloads in the repeat section replaced three-fold stacking of 

conventional shots in the original survey, saving time and avoiding the pulse
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widening associated with stacking. However, this saving was more than offset by the 

time required to drill shots and geophones to 2 metres.

*

(iv) At Bradford, the CMP processing provided, overall, a much improved image 

compared to the CO processing below 25 ms. Reflection events were clearer, better 

defined, and had better continuity (semblance).



8. RECOMMENDATIONS.

(i) This thesis has successfully explored ways to test sources and receivers but has 

not had the opportunity to carry out those tests as thoroughly as originally intended. 

Further testing of gun chambers, for example, would be useful. If recoil could be 

eliminated (say by weighting the gun or damping it to the boat/truck) then the effect 

of chamber length could be explored further. The influences of receiver type and 

depth of burial should also be pursued using the shot pit.

(ii) The Bruce's Mill line should be revisited with CO and CDP, and a longer 

segment re-surveyed for comparison with the original record. The segment should 

be centred on borehole BM90-3 for which good VSP control is available.

(iii) The VSP data are essential to an interpretation of a seismic reflection section 

and should be routinely obtained as part of these surveys. The technique of 

recording these VSP records should also be studied, to improve their quality.

(iv) With modern seismographs the extra field time required to obtain both CO and 

CDP coverage is minimal and well worth the investment. The software to organize 

the traces for processing is complex, but once acquired, it is routine.

(v) If surveys are to use firearm-type sources then every effort should be made to
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bury shot and geophones as deep as possible in the southern Ontario environment.
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*****
'*** IV.BAS (Into Vista) ***

Program to convert SEG-1 and Proseis files 
into SEG-Y files for Vista.

By: George Schneider and Mike Lockhard 
Geophysics Lab, University of Waterloo 
October 1990

*****

SINCLUDE: 'seismic.inc'

DECLARE SUB putPROSEISrev (flnS)
DECLARE SUB reversepolarityjftpcMnTY A DECLARE SUB muteSEGl O AmiNLUA A 
DECLARE SUB putSEGl (fln 
DECLARE SUB putGR 
DECLARE SUB SEGltoPROSEIS Q 
DECLARE SUB putPROSEIS (flnS) 
DECLARE SUB listPROSEIS (flnS) 
DECLARE SUB PROSHStoSEGY Q 
DECLARE SUB putSEGY (flnS) 
DECLARE SUB SEGltoSEGY Q 
DECLARE SUB listSEGl (flnS) 
DECLARE SUB getSEGl (flnS) 
DECLARE SUB getPROSEIS (flnS) 
DECLARE SUB getTIM (flnS) 
DECLARE SUB TIMtoPROSEIS Q

*****

Dimension Variables needed for data transfer as SHARED by this module ** 

)*** Y^n^bles for SEG-1 file ***********************************************

REM SDYNAMIC

117



DIM SHARED slhd AS seglheader 'current SEG-1 header xi9
REDIM SHARED slch(24) AS seglchannel 'current SEG-1 channel headers
DIM SHARED slhy AS seglhybrid 'current SEG-1 hybrid parameters

t*** Variables for SEG-Y file ***********************************************

REDIM SHARED sytx(40) AS ebcdic 'ascii reel id header text block
DIM SHARED syhd AS segyrih 'binary reel header block
REDIM SHARED sych(24) AS segytih 'array of trace header blocks

DIM SHARED curheader AS fileheader 
REDIM SHARED curtrchdr(12) AS trcheader

"*** Channel Data Array (Common to SEG-1, SEG-Y, ProSeis) ******************* 

REDIM SHARED sdata(24, 1024) AS INTEGER 'integer amplitude data

*****

DIM SHARED mt(12, 2) AS SINGLE 'mute trace times in ms

DATA "Or, w 02 w , l'03 M , ll04", M 05", lt06H , w07w ,'f08 H , ll09", lt 10","ir,"12"
* ***MainProgramBegin
************* * ******** *** ***************************

cmdstrS = COMMANDS 'get command line params 
location% s INSTR(cmdstrS, "/") 'find slash location in string

IF location % O O THEN 'valid command line
aS = LEFTS(cmdstrS, location% - 1) 'string before l 
aS - LTRIMS(aS) 
aS - RTRIMS(aS)
ctS = RIGHTS(cmdstrS, LEN(cmdstrS) - location%) 'string after l 
ctS * LTRIMS(ctS) 
ctS s RTRIMS(ctS) 
SELECT CASE ctS
CASE "PLH , "pi" 'Proseis to SEG-Y with listing 

conve^ttype% — 2



listing 7o = l 120 
CASE "PN", w pn w 'Proseis to SEG-Y no listing 

converttype96 s 2 
Iisting96 ^ O

CASE "SL", "si" 'SEG-1 to SEG-Y with listing 
converttyi^ ^ l 
listing % s l

CASE "SN", "sn" 'SEG-1 to SEG-Y no listing 
converttypeSfc ** l 
listing^ = O

CASE "PS", "ps" 'SEG-1 to ProSeis no listing 
conve^ttype% - 3 
listing% - O

CASE "M", "m" 'mute SEG-1 traces to isolate peaks 
converttype9fc — 5 
listu^ s O

CASE "P", "p" 'reverse polarity proseis file 
converttype96 — 6 
listu^ ^ O

CASE "R", "r" 'reverse trace order proseis file 
conve^ttype% = 7 
listu^ ** O

CASE "TIM", "tim" '.TIM file to Proseis file 
conve^ttype% ^ 8 
listing % - O 

CASE ELSE
IF LEFTS(ctS, 1) - "T" OR LEFTS(ctS, 1) * "t" THEN 

convertt)^^ s 4 
listing % — O
numtrac^ - INT(VAL(MIDS(ctS, 2, LEN(ctS) - 1))) 
IF numtrace% < l OR numtrace% > 12 THEN 

PRINT "Trace numbering error." 
END 

END IF 
ELSE

converttype9fc ** O 
listing 96 - O 

END IF 
END SELECT 

ELSE
converttype96 = O 
Usting% — O 

END IF



SELECT CASE converttyjx^ 121 
CASE l "Mc* SEG-1 to SEG-Y

CALL getSEGl(aS) 'read the SEG-1 file and load into arrays

IF listu^ - l THEN
aS = LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, V) - 1) 'strip file extension
aS - aS 4- ".1st"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."
CALL listSEGl(aS) 'write SEG-1 data into a listing to verify

CALL SEGltoSEGY 'convert SEG-1 to SEG-Y

aS a* LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, ".") - 1) 'strip file extension
aS s aS -h ".sgy"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."
CALL putSEGY(aS) 'write SEG-Y file from SEG-Y arrays

CASE 2 "X"* Proseis to SEG-Y

CALL getPROSEIS(aS) 'read Proseis file and store in arrays

IF listing 9K as l THEN
aS ~ LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, ".") - 1) 'strip file extension
aS - aS * ".1st"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."
CALL HstPROSEIS(aS) 'write SEG-1 data into a listing to verify 

END IF

CALL PROSEIStoSEGY 'convert Proseis to SEG-Y

aS - LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, ".") - 1) 'strip file extension
aS s aS 4- ".sgy"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."
CALL putSEGY(aS) 'write SEG-Y file from SEG-Y arrays

CASE 3 '*** SEG-1 to Proseis

CALL getSEGl(aS) 'read the SEG-1 file and load into arrays 

CALL SEGltoPROSEIS 'convert SEG-1 to ProSeis

aS - LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, ".") - 1) 'strip file extension
aS - aS -f ".pro"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."



CALL putPROSEIS(aS) 'write Proseis file from Proseis arrays 122 

CASE 4 "n** SEG-1 to Grapher ".DAT" file

r AT J. getSEGl(aS) 'read the SEG-1 file and load into arrays

aS - LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, ".") - 1) 'strip file extension
aS * aS * ".dat"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."
CALL putGRAPHER(aS, numtraceSS) 'write grapher trace file

CASE 5 '*** mute SEG-1 traces to isolate wavelet 
FOR i% = l TO 12

PRINT USING "Enter mute times for trace ## (start, end) "; i9fc; 
INPUT mt^, 1), mt(i%, 2)

CALL getSEGl(aS) 'read the SEG-1 file and load into arrays 

CALL muteSEGl 'apply mutes to SEG-1 file

aS s LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, V) - 1) 'strip file extension
aS s aS 4- ".mut"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."

CALL putSEGl(aS) 'write the SEG-1 file from arrays 

CASE 6 'reverse polarity proseis file

CALL getPROSEIS(aS) 'read Proseis file and store in arrays

aS = LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, ".") - 1) 'strip file extension
aS s aS 4- ".pol"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."

CALL reversepolarity

CALL putPROSEIS(aS) 'write Proseis file from Proseis arrays 

CASE 7 'reverse trace order of proseis file

CALL getPROSHS(aS) 'read Proseis file and store in arrays

aS ^ LEFTS(aS, INSTR(aS, V) - 1) 'strip file extension
aS SB aS + ".rev"
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."



CALL putPROSEISrev(aS) 'write Proseis file from Proseis arrays 123 

CASE 8 '.TIM file to Proseis file

CLS
CALL getlTM(aS)

aS - aS 4- ".pro" 

CALL TTMtoPROSEIS

CALL putPROSEIS(aS) 'write Proseis file 
PRINT "File: "; UCASES(aS); " Created."

'read twelve .TIM files used to build Proseis file

CASE ELSE 
CLSPRINT" 
PRINT 
PRINT PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT 
PRINT"

END SELECT 

END

REM SSTATIC
SUB getPROSEIS (flnS)
'*** reads Proseis file

'*** invalid parameters on command line 

IV.EXE (Into Vista) Command Line Usage:'
OUTPUT EXT:"

IV name.ext /SN Convert SEG-1 to SEG-Y no listing. .sgy 1
/SL Convert SEG-1 to SEG-Y with listing. .sgy .1st*
/PN Convert ProSeis to SEG-Y no listing. .sgy"
/PL Convert ProSeis to SEG-Y with listing. .sgy .1st*
/PS Convert SEG-1 to ProSeis no listing. .pro"
/Tnn Convert SEG-1 trace nn to Grapher. .dat"
/M Mute SEG-1 traces to isolate wavelet. .mut"
/P Reverse polarity of Proseis file. .pol"
/R Reverse trace order of Proseis file. .rev"

IV name /TIM Convert name.TIM files to Proseis file.

A syntax error was detected on the command line.

.pro

OPEN flnS FOR BINARY AS #1

IF LOF(l) 00 THEN
GET #1, , curheader 
FOR i - l TO 12

GET #1, , curtrchdr(i) 
NEXT i



FOR i * l TO 12 124 
FOR j - l TO 1024

GET #1, , sdata(i, j) 
NEXTj 

NEXTi 
ELSE

END 
ENDBF

CLOSE #1 
END SUB

SUB getSEGl (flnS)

'*** reads SEG-1 data file from disk 
1 pass full filespec in subroutine call 
' loads data into

slhd - SEG-1 file header variable
slch(1..24) - SEG-1 channel header array 

' slhy - Hybrid variables
sdata(l.. 12, l.. 1024) - trace data arrayi

see data type definitions in SEISMIC.INC for field defs

OPEN flnS FOR BINARY AS #1
GET #1, , slhd 'read SEG-1 file header 
FOR i% = l TO 24

GET #1, , slch(i96) 'read SEG-1 chan headers 
NEXTiSfc
GET #1, , slhy 'read Hybrid parameters 
FOR i% - l TO slhd.nc

FORj% = ITOslhd.nsc
GET #1, , sdata(i96, J9&) 'read trace data 

NEXTJ9& 
NEXTi% 

CLOSE #1 
END SUB

SUB getTIM (flnS)

DIM temp AS STRING * l
DIM num AS STRING * 2, filename AS STRING * 12



RESTORE 125 
FOR i = l TO 12

READ num
filename * flnS 4- num 4- ".tim"
PRINT "Reading file "; UCASES(filename)
OPEN filenames FOR BINARY AS #1
FOR z - l TO 207: GET #1, , temp: NEXT z
FOR j - l TO 1024 

GET f l, , sdata(i, j)
NEXTj
CLOSE #1 

NEXTi 
PRINT

END SUB

SUB listPROSEIS (flnS)

**** write ascii output file for verification ***

OPEN finS FOR OUTPUT AS ffi
PRINT #1, "File:"; curheader.filename 
PRINT #1, "Job:"; curheader.jobname 
PRINT #1, "Date:"; curheader.date 
PRINT #1, "Time:"; curheader.time 
PRINT #1, "Mfg:"; curheader. mfgcode 
PRINT #1, "Channels:"; curheader.channels 
PRINT #1, "Samples:"; curheader.samples 
PRINT #1, "Rate:"; curheader.samplerate 
PRINT #1, "Delay:"; curheader.delaytime 
PRINT #1, "High:"; curheader.hpcut 
PRINT #1, "Low:"; curheader.Ipcut 
PRINT #1, "Notch:"; curheader.notch 
PRINT #1, "Shot X:"; curheader.shotx 
PRINT #1, "Shot Y:"; curheader.shoty 
PRINT #1, "Shot Z:"; curheader.shotz 
PRINT #1, "Line:"; curheader.linedir 
PRINT #1, "Near Off:"; curheader.nearoff 
PRINT #1, "Grp Int:"; curheader.groupint 
FOR i96 - l TO 12

PRINT #1, "Channel:"; i%
PRINT #1, "X:"; curtrchdr(i9fc).phonex
PRINT #1, "Y:"; curtrchdr(i 96).phoney
PRINT #1, "Z:"; curtrchdr(i9fc).phonez
PRINT #1, "Stack:"; curtrchdr^).stack
PRINT #1, "Gain:"; curtrchdr^).gain



PRINT #1, "Mean:"; curtrchdr^).mean 126
PRINT #1, "Static Con"; curtrchdr(i95).staticcorr 

NEXTift 
FORj% = l TO 1024

FOR iK * l TO 12
PRINT #1, USING "##### "; sdata(i%, j'%);

NEXTj% 
CLOSE #1

END SUB

SUB listSEGl (flnS)

'*** writes out a partial listing file of SEG-1 parameters to disk ********** 
' pass full output filespec in subroutine call

assumes that SEG-1 parameters are stored in following variables *
slhd - SEG-1 file header variable 
slch(1..24) - SEG-1 channel header array 

' slhy - Hybrid variables
sdata(l. .12,1.. 1024) - trace data array t

see data type definitions in SEISMIC.INC for field defs

*****

OPEN flnS FOR OUTPUT AS #2

PRINT #2, "Length: "; slhd.hl 
PRINT #2, "Channels: "; slhd.nc 
PRINT #2, "Samples: "; slhd.nsc 
PRINT #2, "Channel One:"; slhd.fc 
PRINT #2, "Time Range: "; slhd.tr 
PRINT #2, "Reserved: "; slhd.rl 
PRINT #2, "File Name: "; slhd.fln 
PRINT #2, "Date: "; slhd.date 
PRINT #2, "Time: "; slhd.time 
PRINT #2, "Operator Notes: "; slhd.op 
PRINT #2, "Manufacturer: w ; slhd.mfc 
PRINT #2, "Num Channels: "; slhd.snc 
PRINT #2, "Samples Per Trace: "; slhd.snsc 
PRINT #2, "Sampling Rate: "; slhd.sr 
PRINT #2, "Time Delay: "; slhd.td 
PRINT #2, "Analog High Cut: "; slhd.ahcf



PRINT #2, "Analog Low Cut: "; slhd.alcf 127 
PRINT #2, "Notch Filter: w ; slhd.anf 
PRINT #2, "Shot (X): "; slhd.xsp 
PRINT #2, "Shot (Y): "; slhd.ysp 
PRINT #2, "Shot (Z): "; slhd.zsp

FOR i% = l TO 24
PRINT #2, "Phone (X): "; slch(i%).xgp
PRINT #2, "Phone (Y): "; slch(i9S).ygp
PRINT #2, "Phone (Z): "; slch(i%).zgp
PRINT #2, "Phone Notes: "; slch(i%).gpn
PRINT #2, "Stacks: "; slch(i95).nst
PRINT #2, "Gain: "; slch(i%).chg 

NEXTi%

PRINT #2, "Time Delay: "; slhy.td 
PRINT #2, "Time Datum: "; slhy.sd 
PRINT #2, "Field Data:"

FORj% = l TOslhd.nsc
FOR i% = l TO slhd.nc

PRINT #2, USING "##### "; sdata(i9S,

PRINT #2, 
NEXTJ9&

CLOSE #2 

END SUB

SUB muteSEGl
**** use time picks to mute SEG-1 traces ************************************

FOR i% a l TO 12
indexfb^ - INT((mt(i%, 1) - VAL(slhd.td)) l VAL(slhd.sr)) 
indexlast% - INT((mt(ir0 , 2) - VAL(slhd.td)) l VAL(slhd.sr)) 
FOR j% s l TO indexfh^

sdata(i%, j%) - O 
NEXTj% 
FOR J9& = indexlast% TO slhd.nsc

sdata(i%, j%) * O 
NEXTj%

END SUB



****

SUB PROSEIStoSEGY 128 

maps fields from ProSeis variables to fields in SEGY variables

loads data from Proseis variables 
curheader - file header info 
curtrchdr(1..12) - channel header info

loads data to SEGY variables
sytx(1..23) - from ebcdic.txt ASCT text block 
sytx(24..40) - blank ASCH text block 
syhd - SEG-Y file header binary block 
sych(l..numtraces) - SEG-Y trace header binary block

see data type definitions in SEIS MIC. INC for field defs

*****

'***load SEG-Y ebcdic card header block from file - 3200 ASCH bytes ********

OPEN "ebcdic.txt" FOR INPUT AS #1
FOR i% = l TO 23

LINE INPUT #1, tempS: sytx^).c - tempS 'header text
NEXTi% 

CLOSE #1 
FOR i% - 24 TO 40

sytx(i%).c - SPACES(SO) 'blank line 
NEXTi%

'*** get SEG-Y syhd parameters from curheader *********************
i

' *U* - could be user defined*
syhd.jobid * O '*U* job identification number
syhd.ln - l f *U* h'ne number
syhd.trn - l **U* tape reel (diskette) number
syhd.ntr — curheader.channels 'number of traces per record
syhd.natr = O 'number of aux traces per record
syhd.sr = INT(curheader.samplerate * 1000000) 'sampling rate in

microseconds
syhd.osr ^ INT(curheader.samplerate * 1000000) 'original of above in

microseconds
syhd.spt — curheader.samples 'samples per trace



syhd.ospt — curheader.samples 'original samples per trace 
syhd.df = 3 'l-single 2-long 3-integer 4-other 
syhd.cdpf - O ""U 1* expected CDP fold 
syhd.tsc ^ l '*U* trace sort code

1 1-raw 2-CDP 3-CO 4-Hor Stack
syhd.vsc ^ l '*U* vert sum code (number of stacks) 
syhd.ms ^ l '*U* measurement system l — metres 2=feet 
syhd.polarity — 2 '*U* l^eg 2^pos

FOR i96 ~ l TO syhd.ntr 4- syhd.natr

sych(i%).tsn = i% '*U* trace sequence number for this line
'numbers continue to increase if
'multiple files are required 

sych(i9fc).rtsn s i96 'trace sequence number for this file
'trace blocks Ist^l 2nd^2 3^=3 ...etc 

sych^).ofrn ^ O **U* original field record number
'identifies source file of the trace 

sych^).tnofr ^ i% '*U* trace number from original field record
'identifies trace location in original record 

sych^).espn ^ l **U* energy source point number
'identifies shot number if more than one
'record occurs at the same location 

sych(i9S).cdpen ** O '*U* CDP ensemble number 
sych(i96).tncdpen z O '*U* trace number within CDP ensemble 
sych(i9J).tic — l 'trace id code Aseismic 2^dead

'3^dummy 4=time break 5=uphole
^^sweep 7=timing 8swater break 9..Nzopt. 

sych(i%).vst — cu^t^chd^(i%).stack '*U* number of vertically summed traces
'does this mean regular stacks ? 

sych(i9S).hst ^ l '*U* number of horizontally stacked traces
'does this mean CDP stacks ?

sych(i9G).du ^ l '*U* data use ^production 2=1651 
sych^).dsr * INT(10 * (curheader.shotx - cu^t^chd^(i%).phonex))

'distance from source to receiver group
'negative if receiver group behind shot
'wrt line direction 

sych^).rge = INT(10 * cu^t^chd^(i%).phonez)
'receiver group (geophone) elevation
'H-vesabove sea level -vesbelow

sych(i%).ses = INT(10 * curheader.shotz) 'surface elevation at source 
sych^).sdbs z O '*U* source depth below surface 
sych^).der = O '*U* datum elevation at receiver group 
sych^).des ^ O '*U* datum elevation at source 
sych(i9S).wds = O '*U* water depth at source 
sych^).wdr = O '*U* water depth at receiver group (geophone)



sych^).eds ^ -10 '*U* elevation and depth scalar for rge to wdr 130 
'l,-l-MO,4-MOO,4-MOOO,or +/-10000 
^vessuse as multiplier -ve™use as divisor

sych(i96).cs = -10 '*U* coordinate scalar for sx to gy 
•l,*MOt *MOO,*MOOO,or +/-10000 
'-l-vessuse as multiplier -vesuse as divisor

sych^).sx SB INT(10 * curheader.shotx) 'shot x coordinate
sych(i96).sy ** INT(10 * curheader. shoty) 'shot y coordinate
sych^).gx SB INT(10 * curtrchdr(i9fc).phonex) 'geophone (receiver group) x 

coordinate
sych(iK).gy s* INT(10 * cuxtrchdr^).phoney) 'geophone (receiver group) y 

coordinate
sych(i96).cu ** l '*U* coord units for sx to gy l =f/m 2=8 of arc
sych^).wv SB O '*U* weathering velocity
sych^).swv = O '*U* sub weathering velocity
sych(i96).uts = O 'uphole time at source
sych(i9ft).utg — O 'uphole time at group
sych^).ssc SB o 'source static correction

sych^).gsc SB lNT(curtrchdr(i36).staticcorr) 'group static correction 

sych(i9S).tsa SB sych(i96).gsc 'total static correction applied (O^none)

sych(i%).lta ^ O 'lag time A ms - tape fmt related 
sych(i9fc).ltb SB. o 'lag time B ms - tape fmt related

sych(i9i).drt SB INT(curheader.delaytime) 'delay recording time in ms
'standard recording delay

sych(i9S).mts SB o 'mute time start in ms
sych(i9S).mte s O 'mute time end in ms
sych(i9S).nst = curheader.samples 'number of samples in the trace
sych(ift).si SB INT(1000000 * curheader.samplerate)

'sampling interval in microseconds
sych^).gt SB i 'gain type ^fixed 2=bina^y 3=fp 4-N=opt 
sych(i%).igc = l 'instrument gain constant 
sych(i9K).iig SB l 'instrument initial gain (dB)

sych(i%).nff SB INT(curheader.notch) 
sych(i9fc).nfs SB 18 'notch filter slope 
sych(i9fc).lcf SB INT(curheader.lpcut) 'low cut frequeny 
sych^).hcf SB INT(curheader.hpcut) 'high cut frequency 
sych(i9fc).lcs SB lg 'low cut slope 
sych^).hcs = 18 'high cut slope

sych(i9S).y - INT(VAL(MroS(curheader.date, l, 2))) -l- 1900 'year



sych(i96).d = (INT(VAL(MIDS(curheader.date, 4, 2))) - 1) * 
INT(VAL(MIDS(slhd.date, 7, 2))) 'day of year

sych^).h - INT(VAL(MIDS(curheader.time, l, 2))) 'hour of day 
sych^).m - INT(VAL(MIDS(curheader.time, 4, 2))) 'minute of hour 
sych(i9fc).s ** INT(VAL(MIDS(curheader.time, 7, 2))) 'second of minute

sych^).tbc * l 'time basis code ^local 2*GMT Smother 
sych(i96).twf ^ O 'trace weighting factor

'2"-N volts for Isb 0^=0...32,767)
'used to scale amplitudes to volts 

sych^).ggnrspo — O 'geophone group number of roll switch
'position one 

sych(i9S).ggnft ~ O 'geophone group number of first trace
'within original field number 

sych(i9^).ggnlt — O 'geophone group number of last trace
'within original field number

sych(i9^).gs — curheader.channels 'gap size (total # of geophone groups 
dropped)

sych(i9S).otat = O 'overtravel associated with taper at start/end
'of line l =down (or behind) 2 ̂ up (or ahead)

i%

*****

END SUB

SUB putGRAPHER (flnS, nt%)

write a trace to a grapher file 
OPEN flnS FOR OUTPUT AS #1 

FOR i96 - l TO slhd.nsc
t! - VAL(slhd.td) ^ (VAL(slhd.sr) * (i9fc - 1)) 
PRINT #1, USING "####.## "; t!; 
PRINT #1, USING n#####r; sdata(nt%, i%) 

NEXTi96 
CLOSE #1 
END SUB

SUB putPROSEIS (finS)
'*i"c writes Proseis file
OPEN flnS FOR BINARY AS #1

PUT #1, , curheader
FOR i = l TO 12

PUT#1, , curtrchdr(i)
NEXT i



FOR i ^ l TO 12 !32 
FOR j - l TO 1024

PUT#1, , sdata(i,j) 
NEXTj

CLOSE #1 
END SUB

SUB putPROSEISrev (flnS)
'*** writes Proseis file reversing traces ************************************ 
OPEN flnS FOR BINARY AS #1 

PUT #1, , curheader 
FOR i - l TO 12

PUT #1, , curtrchdr(13 - i) 
NEXTi 
FOR i = l TO 12

FOR j - l TO 1024
PUT#1, , sdata(13 - i, j) 

NEXTj 
NEXTi 

CLOSE #1 
END SUB

SUB putSEGl (flnS)

'*** writes SEG-1 data file to disk **************************************** 
1 pass full filespec in subroutine call 
' loads data from

slhd - SEG-1 file header variable
slch(1..24) - SEG-1 channel header array 

1 slhy - Hybrid variables
sdata(1..12,1..1024) - trace data array *

see data type definitions in SEISMIC.INC for field defs

*****

OPEN flnS FOR BINARY AS #1
PUT #1, , slhd 'read SEG-1 file header 
FOR i* - l TO 24

PUT #1, , slch(i9S) 'read SEG-1 chan headers

PUT #1, , slhy 'read Hybrid parameters 
FOR i* - l TO slhd.nc

FOR j 96 - l TOslhd.nsc



PUT #1, , sdata(i9fc, j 96) 'read trace data 133 
NEXT j 96 

NEXT 196 
CLOSE #1 
END SUB

SUB putSEGY (flnS)
**** pass foil filespec in subroutine call **********************************
*
' writes following SEGY variables to disk

sytx(1..23) - from ebcdic.txt ASCH text block 
sytx(24..40) - blank ASCH text block 
syhd - SEG-Y file header binary block
sych(L.numtraces) - SEG-Y trace header binary block

*
see data type definitions in SEISMIC.INC for field defs

*****

OPEN flnS FOR BINARY AS #1
FOR i% = l TO 40 'EBCDIC card image block

PUT #1, , sytx(i96) 
NEXTi96 
PUT #1, , syhd 'binary reel id header

FOR i% - l TO syhd.ntr 4- syhd.natr 'loop traces 
PUT #1, , sycl^) 
FOR j% - l TO syhd.spt 'loop data pts in trace

PUT#1, , sdata(i%,j%) 
NEXTjTo 

NEXTiSfc 
CLOSE #1 
END SUB

SUB reversepolarity 
FOR i * l TO 12

FOR j - l TO 1024
sdata(i, j) = -sdata(i, j)

NEXTj

END SUB

SUB SEGltoPROSEIS 

fiU in file header ***



curheader.al * CHRS(12) 134
curheader. filename = slhd.fln
curheader.a2 - CHRS(8)
curheader.jobname * ""
curheader.aS - CHRS(IO)
curheader.date — slhd.date
curheader.a4 - CHRS(IO)
curheader. time = s l hd. time
curheader.aS * CHRS(8)
curheader.mfgcode = LEFTS(slhd.mfc, 8)
curheader.channels ^ slhd.nc
curheader.samples ^ slhd.nsc
curheader. samplerate ^ VAL(slhd.sr) l 1000!
curheader.delaytime - VAL(slhd.td) 7 1000!
curheader.hpcut ^ VAL(slhd.ahcf)
curheader.lpcut ^ VAL(slhd.alcf)
IF INSTR(slhd.anf, "I") O O THEN

curheader.notch ^ 60! 
ELSE

curheader.notch ^ O! 
END IF
curheader. shotx = VAL(slhd.xsp) 
curheader. shoty — VAL(slhd.ysp) 
curheader.shotz ^ VAL(slhd.zsp) 
curheader. linedir — "F"

FOR i% = l TO curheader.channels
cu^trchd^(i%).phonex * VAL(slch(i%).xgp)
cuxtrchdr(i96).phoney = VAL(slch^).ygp)
curtrchdr^).phonez — VAL(slch^).zgp)
curtrchdr^).stack * INT(VAL(slch(i%).nst))
cu^trchd^(i%).gain ^ l
curtrchdr^).mean ^ l
IF ASC(MIDS(slhy.stc, (i% - 1) * 5 -H l, 1)) - &H31 THEN 'static cor

curtrchdr(i9fc).staticcorr - INT(CVS(NflDS(slhy.stc, (i% - 1) * 5 -H 2, 4))) 
'group static correction 

ELSE
curtrchdr(i96).staticcorr s O 

END BF

NEXTi%

curheader.nearoff = curtrchdr(l).phonex - curheader.shotx 
curheader.groupint ^ curtrchdr(2).phonex - curtrchdr(l).phonex

END SUB



SUB SEGltoSEGY 135 

maps fields from SEG1 variables to fields in SEGY variables

loads data from SEG-1 variables
slhd - SEG-1 file header variable 
slch(1..24) - SEG-1 channel header array 
slhy - Hybrid variables 
sdata(1..12,1..1024) - trace data array

loads data to SEGY variables
sytx(1..23) - from ebcdic.txt ASCII text block 
sytx(24..40) - blank ASCH text block 
syhd - SEG-Y file header binary block 
sych(l..numtraces) - SEG-Y trace header binary block

see data type definitions in SEISMIC.INC for field defs

*****

********'***load SEG-Y ebcdic card header block from file - 3200 ASCH bytes

OPEN "ebcdic.txt" FOR INPUT AS #1 
FOR i% = l TO 23

LINE INPUT #1, tempS: sytx(i9fc).c ** tempS 'header text

CLOSE #1
FOR i% - 24 TO 40

sytx(iro).c = SPACES(80) 'blank line

*****

'*'M' get SEG-Y syhd parameters from SEG-1 slhd and slhy *********************
j
' *U* - could be user defined
*

syhd.jobid *s O '*U* job identification number
syhd.In = l '*U* line number
syhd.trn ^ l '*U* tape reel (diskette) number
syhd.ntr ^ slhd.nc 'number of traces per record
syhd.natr s O 'number of aux traces per record
syhd.sr ^ INT(VAL(slhd.sr) * 1000) 'sampling rate in microseconds
syhd.osr ^ INT(VAL(slhd.sr) * 1000) 'original of above in microseconds
syhd.spt ^ slhd.nsc 'samples per trace



syhd.ospt = slhd.nsc 'original samples per trace 135
syhd.df = 3 'l-single 2-long 3-integer 4-other
syhd.cdpf - O "*U* expected CDP fold
syhd.tsc — l **U* trace sort code

'Irraw 2-CDP 3-CO 4-Hor Stack
syhd.vsc — l **U* vert sum code (number of stacks)
syhd.ms - l '*U* measurement system Ismetres 2sfeet
syhd.polarity - 2 '*U* l^neg 2=pos

FOR i% = l TO syhd.ntr 4- syhd.natr

sych(i%).tsn = 1& '*U* trace sequence number for this line
'numbers continue to increase if
'multiple files are required 

sych(i9fc).rtsn - i96 'trace sequence number for this file
'trace blocks lst*l 2nd=2 3^=3 ...etc 

sych^).ofrn ^ O '*U* original field record number
'identifies source file of the trace 

sych^).tnofr s i% '*U* trace number from original field record
'identifies trace location in original record 

sych(i96).espn * l '*U* energy source point number
'identifies shot number if more than one
'record occurs at the same location 

sych(i9S).cdpen = O **U* CDP ensemble number 
sych(i96).tncdpen = O '*U* trace number within CDP ensemble 
sych^).tic as l 'trace id code l — seismic 2 :sdead

'3sdummy 4=time break S^uphole
'6=^66? Tstiming 8swater break 9..Nssopt. 

sych(i%).vst ^ l '*U* number of vertically summed traces
'does this mean regular stacks ? 

sych(i9J).hst ^ l **U* number of horizontally stacked traces
'does this mean CDP stacks ?

sych(i9S).du s l '*U* data use ^production 2=1651 
sych(i96).dsr * INT(10 * (VAL(slch(i%).xgp) - VAL(slhd.xsp))) 'distance from 

source to receiver group
'negative if receiver group behind shot 
'wrt line direction

sych^).rge = INT(10 * VAL(slch(i%).zgp)) 'receiver group (geophone) 
elevation

'-fvesabove sea level -vezbelow
sych(i%).ses * INT(10 * VAL(slhd.zsp)) 'surface elevation at source 
sych(i9S).sdbs * O **U* source depth below surface 
sych(i9S).der * O '*U* datum elevation at receiver group 
sych^).des ^ O '*U* datum elevation at source 
sych^).wds ^ O '*U* water depth at source 
sych^).wdr ^ O '*U* water depth at receiver group (geophone)



sych(i96).eds — -10 '*U* elevation and depth scalar for rge to wdr 137 
'l,*MO,-HMOO,-HMOOO,or +/-10000 
'-Hvesuse as multiplier -ve^use as divisor

sych^).cs — -10 '*U* coordinate scalar for sx to gy 
'l,-l-7-10,-HMOO,-HMOOO,or +/-10000 
1 H- ve ̂  use as multiplier -ve — use as divisor

sych(i96).sx - INT(10 * VAL(slhd.xsp)) 'shot x coordinate
sych(i96).sy * INT(10 * VAL(slhd.ysp)) 'shot y coordinate
sych(i#).gx ^ INT(10 * VAL(slch(i#).xgp))'geophone (receiver group) x 

coordinate
sych(i9fc).gy ^ INT(10 * VAL(slch(i96).ygp))'geophone (receiver group) y 

coordinate
sych(i9fc).cu = l '*U* coord units for sx to gy l ̂ f/m 2=8 of arc
sych^).wv — O '*U* weathering velocity
sych(i9S).swv ^ O '*U* sub weathering velocity
sych(i%).uts ^ O 'uphole time at source
sych^).utg s O 'uphole time at group
sych^).ssc — O 'source static correction

IF ASC(MIDS(slhy.stc, (i96 - 1) * 5 -H l, 1)) = &H31 THEN 'static cor
sych(i%).gsc - INT(CVS(MIDS(slhy.stc, (i% - 1) * 5 -H 2, 4))) 'group 

static correction
ELSE

sych^).gsc = O
END DF
sych(i%).tsa = sy eh (i 96). gsc 'total static correction applied (O^none)

sych(i9S).lta ^ O 'lag time A ms - tape fmt related 
sych(i96).ltb = O 'lag time B ms - tape fmt related

sych(i96).drt z INT(slhy.td) 'delay recording time in ms
'standard recording delay 

. sych^).mts ^ O 'mute time start in ms 
sych(i96).mte ^ O 'mute time end in ms 
sych^).nst * slhd.nsc 'number of samples in the trace 
sych^).si a* INT(VAL(slhd.sr) * 1000) 'sampling interval in microseconds 
sych(i96).gt ~ l 'gain type l =flxed 2**bmaiy 3^fp 4-N=opt 
sych^).igc - INT(VAL(slch(i%).chg)) 'instrument gain constant 
sych(ift).iig ^ l 'instrument initial gain (dB)

IF INSTR(slhd.anf, "I") = O THEN
sych(i9S).nff — 60 'notch filter frequency 

ELSE
sych^).nff = O 'filter out 

END IF



sych(i96).nfs - 18 'notch filter slope 
sych(i96).lcf SB INT(VAL(slhd.alcf)) 'low cut frequeny 
sych^).hcf SB INT(VAL(slhd.ahcf)) 'high cut frequency 
sych(i96).lcs SB 18 'low cut slope 
sych^).hcs SB 18 'high cut slope

sydi(i*).y - INT(VAL(MIDS(slhd.date, l, 2))) * 1900 'year 
sych(ift).d = (TNT(VAL(MTOS(slhd.date, 4, 2))) - 1) * 30 

INT(VAL(MTOS(slhd.date, 7, 2))) 'day of year
sych(i96).h - INT(VAL(MIDS(slhd.time, l, 2))) 'hour of day

* INT(VAL(MIDS(slhd.time, 4, 2))) 'minute of hour 
s INT(VAL(MIDS(slhd.time, 7, 2))) 'second of minute

sych(i96).tbc = l 'time basis code 1=10031 2=6^17 3= 
sych(i%).twf s o 'trace weighting factor

'2"-N volts for Isb 0^=0... 32,767) 
. 'used to scale amplitudes to volts 

sych^).ggnrspo ^ Q 'geophone group number of roll switch
'position one 

sych(i96).ggnft = O 'geophone group number of first trace
'within original field number 

sych(i9S).ggnlt = O 'geophone group number of last trace
'within original field number

sych(i9S).gs SB slhd.nc 'gap size (total # of geophone groups dropped) 
sych(i96).otat SB O 'overtravel associated with taper at start/end

'of line l =down (or behind) 2— up (or ahead)

*****

END SUB

SUB TIMtoPROSeS

'*** fill in file header ***

curheader.al * CHRS(12) 
curheader. filename — aS 
curheader.a2 SB CHRS(8) 
curheader.jobname SB Wl1 
curheader.a3 - CHRS(IO) 
curheader. date SB "" 
curheader.a4 SB CHRS(IO) 
curheader. time = nn 
curheader.aS SB CHRS(8) 
curheader. mfgcode SB "MLS"



curheader. channels ^ 12 139
curheader. samples ~ 1024
curheader. samplerate = .0005
curheader. delaytime — O
curheader. hpcut ^ 2000
curheader.lpcut * 1 00
curheader. notch — O
curheader. shotx ^ O
curheader. shoty — O
curheader.shotz - O
curheader.linedir — "F"

FOR 1*^ * l TO curheader.channels 
curtrchdr(i96).phonex = i% * l! 
cu^t^chd^(i%). phoney s O 
curtrchdr(i9fc).phonez ** O 
curtrchdr^).stack ^ l 
curtrchdr^).gain ^ l 
curtrchdr(i^).mean ^ l 
curtrchdr^).staticcorr ^ O

curheader.nearoff s l! 
curheader. groupint ^ l!

END SUB
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CLS

'SDYNAMIC
DIM numfile AS INTEGER 
DIM a(20) AS STRING 
DIM fh AS STRING * 100

DIM thl AS STRING * 114 
DIM ndp AS INTEGER 
DIM samint AS INTEGER 
DIM th2 AS STRING * 122

DIM datl(20, 110) AS LONG 
DIM dat2(20,.680) AS LONG 
DIM maxpowerl(HO) AS LONG 
DIM minpowerl(HO) AS LONG 
DIM sumdatl(HO) AS SINGLE 
DIM avgdatl(HO) AS LONG

PRINT "SSSSS AMPJXJMP
PRINT
PRINT "Program to dump an ASCII version of the average of n power spectra.
PRINT
INPUT "Enter the number of files to read in: ", numfile9fc
PRINT
FOR i% = l TO numfileft

PRINT "For file # "; i^o
INPUT "Enter file's first name (.SGY > > > .DAT) ",

FOR i% = l TO
OPEN aS(iFo) + ".sgy" FOR BINARY AS #1

FORjfo * l TO 36 
GET #1, , fh 

NEXTJ9&

GET #1, , thl
GET #1, , ndp
PRINT
PRINT "For file "; a$(i%)
PRINT
PRINT "Trace header says there are"; ndp; "data points.
PRINT
GET #1, , samint



PRINT "Trace header says sample interval is "; samint 
GET #1, , th2

'read in first 100 data points (up to 1000 Hz) for first trace 
FORJ9& = O TO 99

GET#1, , datlA(196,j96) 
NEXTJ96

CLOSE #1

FOR d% = O TO 99
FOR 196 * l TO numflle% 

IF 196 - l THEN
maxpowerlA(d96) - datl(i%, 
minpowerlA(d96) * datl(i96, 

END IF

IF datl&Cift, d9fc) > maxpowerlA(d96) THEN
maxpowerl(fc(d96) * datl&(i%, d96) 

ELSEEF ciatl&(i%, d%) < minpower!A(d96) THEN
minpowe^l&(d%) - datl&(i%, d%) 

END IF
sumdatl(d%) * sumdatl(d%) 4- datl&(i%, d%) 

NEXTi%
avgdatl&(d%) ^ sumdatl(d%) l numfile96 

NEXTd%

CLS
PRINT
INPUT "Enter first name of output file for first trace: ", bS
OPEN bS -h ".dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1

FOR 196 * O TO 99
PRINT #1, USING "###### ########### ########### ########### 

########## ###########M ; i% * 10, datl&Cl, i^o), 
), datl(Sc(4, i%), avgdatl&(i%), maxpowe^l&(i%), 

minpowe^l&(i%) 
NEXTi%

CLOSE #1

CLEAR 
END
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CLS
'SDYNAMIC 
DIM flname AS STRING 
DIM numtrc AS LONG 
DIM twind AS INTEGER 
DIM totrc AS INTEGER 
DIM numsam AS LONG 
DIM newtottrc AS INTEGER 
DIM samint AS INTEGER 
DIM samintms AS SINGLE 
DIM numsemsam AS INTEGER 
DIM temp AS STRING * 80 
DIM bihead AS INTEGER 
DIM trhead AS INTEGER 
DIM trcdata(30, 2048) AS SINGLE 
DIM sumamp(2048) AS SINGLE 
DIM numerator(2048) AS SINGLE 
DIM denom(2048) AS SINGLE 
DIM semtrc(2048) AS SINGLE

PRINT " ****** SEM-ANAL *******"
PRINT""
PRINT "Program to calculate the semblance of an input VISTA file, using time"
PRINT "and spatial windows as defined by the user. Output will be in a VISTA 1
PRINT "file as a series of semblance traces."
PRINT

PRINT "Enter the Vista filename (*.SGY) to be analyzed, with" 
PRINT "full file spec's please. Output will be in file *.SEM." 
INPUT "Filename : "; flnameS

PRINT
INPUT "Enter the number of traces for semblance window: "; numtrc8i
PRINT
INPUT "Enter the time window (in ms) for semblance: "; twind 96
CLS

OPEN flnameS FOR BINARY AS #1
GET #1, 3261, tottrcft Tind the total number of traces in file 
GET #1, 3717, samint% 'find the sample interval (in usec/sample) 

'the value from the trace header is used 
'because file header does not always contain 
'this information 

samintms — sammf^ l 1000 'convert this to ms/samples



GET #1, 3221, numsamp% 'find the number of samples per trace 
mimsanufc z numsamp%

newtottrc9fc - tottrc9fc - (nuintrcA - 1) 'find # traces in semblance file

1 strip extension off filename
outfileS - LEFTS(flnameS, INSTR(flnameS, V) - 1)
outfileS * outfileS 4- ".sem"

'output semblance file under name file.sem 
OPEN outfileS FOR OUTPUT AS #2

'read ASCII header info from a generic text file (ebcdic.txt) and put into 
'output file
OPEN "ebcdic.txt" FOR INPUT AS #3 

FOR i*K - l TO 23
LINE INPUT #3, tempS 
PRINT #2, tempS 

NEXTiSfc 
CLOSE #3

tempS - SPACES(80) 
FOR 19& - 24 TO 40

PRINT #2, tempS 
NEXT i%

CLOSE #2
'read binary header info from input file
OPEN outfileS FOR BINARY AS #2
SEEK #1, 3201
SEEK #2, 3201
FOR i% * l TO 200

GET #1, , biheadro
PUT #2, , bihead^o 

NEXTi%

'read trace header from input file 
'FOR i 96 - l TO newtotm^ 
FOR i% = l TO newtott^c%

CLS
LOCATE 13, 15
PRINT "Now creating semblance trace # "; i%

'read and write trace header from input to output file
startposA - 3601! H- (4 * numsamA -l- 240) * (i96 - 1)
SEEK #1, startposA, 'just pick out variables that



GET #1, , tracnumifc 'VISTA has defined (pg. 106)
PUT #2, , tracnumifc 'to be useful,
FOR jft ~ l TO 12 'and read the rest in

GET #1, , trhead96 'sequentially
PUT #2, , t^head%

GET #1, , tracidcode96 
PUT #2, , t^acidcode% 
FORj% ~ l TO 3

GET #1, , trhead96
PUT #2, , trheadft 

NEXTJ9&
GET #1, , tracoffset*fe 
PUT #2, , tracoffsetA 
FORj% - l TO 14

GET #1, , trhead9fc
PUT #2, , t^head% 

NEXTj% 
GET #1, , oneA 
PUT #2, , oneA 
FORj% - l TO 17

GET #1, , t^head%
PUT #2, , t^head% 

NEXTj% 
GET #1, , lagtim% 
PUT #2, , lagtim% 
FORj% - l TO 4

GET #1, , t^head%
PUT #2, , t^head% 

NEXTj% 
GET #1, , nsam% 
'put in the new value for numsam 
tsamSfc * INT(twind% 7 samintms) 
numsemsam% = numsamA - (tsam% - 1) 
PUT #2, , numsemsan^ 
GET #1, , sint% 
PUT #2, , sint% 
FORj% = l TO 60

GET #1, , t^head%
PUT #2, , t^head% 

NEXTj%

'read in trace data for first num traces in semblance window
IF ift - l THEN
FOR n9fc ** l TO numtrc*fc

SEEK #1, (3601! H- 4 * numsam,fc * (n7o - 1) -l- 240 * n%)
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semtrc!(m96) - trcdata!(l, 
PUT #2, , semtrc!(m96)

PUT #2, , semt^c!(c%) 
NEXTcTo

NEXTi%

'update some of these parameters 
PUT #2, 3221, numsemsan^ 
PUT #2, 3261, newtottn^

CLOSE 
CLS



APPENDIX B

Semblance Plots For 
Bruce's Mill CO Sections
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1990 Section 

3 ms time window, over 6 traces
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1991 Section 

3 ms time window, over 6 traces
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1991 Section 

3 ms time window, over 12 traces
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Bradford Semblance Plots
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CO Section 

3 ms time window, over 6 traces
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CO Section 

3 ms time window, over 12 traces
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CMP Section 

3 ms time window, over 6 traces
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CMP Section 

3 ms time window, over 12 traces
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\
CONVERSION FACTORS FOR MEASUREMENTS IN ONTARIO GEOLOGICAL 
SURVEY PUBLICATIONS

Conversion from SI to Imperial

57 Unit Multiplied by Gives

Conversion from Imperial to SI

Imperial Unit Multiplied by Gives

1L 
1L 
1L

Ig/t 

Ig/t

LENGTH
1mm
Ion
1m
1m
1km

0.039 37
0.393 70
328084
0.049 709 7
0.621 371

inches
inches
feet
chains
miles (statute)

1 inch
1 inch
Ifoot
1 chain
1 mile (statute)

25.4
2.54
03048

20.116 8
1.609344

mm
on
m
m

km

AREA
Icm2
Im2
Ikm2
lha

0.155 0
10.763 9
0.386 10
2.471 054

square inches
square feet
square miles
acres

1 square inch
1 square foot
1 square mile
1 acre

6.451 6
0.092 903 04
2.589 988
0.404 685 6

cm2
m2

km2
ha

l cm3 0.061 02
Im3 35.3147
l m3 1.308 O

1.759 755
0.879 877
0.219 969

VOLUME
cubic inches l cubic inch 
cubic feet l cubic foot 
cubic yards l cubic yard

CAPACITY 
pints l pint 
quarts l quart 
gallons l gallon

MASSlglg
1kg
1kg
It
1kg
It

0.035 273 96
0.032 150 75
2.20462
0.001 102 3
1.102311
0.00098421
0.984 206 5

ounces (avdp)
ounces (troy)
pounds (avdp)
tons (short)
tons (short)
tons (long)
tons (long)

1 ounce (avdp)
1 ounce (troy)
1 pound (avdp)
1 ton (short)
1 ton (short)
1 ton (long)
1 ton (long)

CONCENTRATION 
0.029 166 6 ounce (troy)/ l ounce (troy)/

ton (short) ton (short) 
0.583 333 33 pennyweights/ l pennyweight/

ton (short) ton (short)

16387 064
0.028 316 85
0.764555

0.568261
1.136 522
4.546090

28349 523
31.103 476 8

0.453 592 37
907.184 74

0.907 184 74
1016.046 908 8

1.016 046 908 8

34.285 714 2

1.714 285 7

OTHER USEFUL CONVERSION FACTORS

l ounce (troy) per ton (short) 
l pennyweight per ton (short)

Multiplied by 
20.0 
0.05

cm3 
m3 
m3

L 
L 
L

g
g

kg
kg

t
kg 

t

g/t

pennyweights per ton (short) 
ounces (troy) per ton (short)

Note: Conversion factors M'/II'C/I are in bold type are exact. TJie conversion factors have been taken from or Itave been 
derived from factors given in the Metric Practice Guide for t h e Canadian Mining and Metallurgical Industries, pub- 
Ksiied by the Mining Association of Canada in co-operation with the Coal Association of Canada.
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